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NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 29. 1905.

PRIZE RING:

THE ANTEDILUVIAN

BIG TENEMENT

Work of Death Began in
the Midst of Crowd-

Sanitary
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Fort Wayue, Ind., Doc. L'9. Three
trainmen wore killed In a wreck oa
'.ho Chicago &Eri railroad ut Disko,
twenty miies west of Huntington,
arly today. The rails up read and
the engine, which was drawing an
asf bound freight train, overturned
into a ditch. Engineer John O'Brien,
Klreman Cecil Oliver and Brakenian
Leni Fisher, were caught in the cab
of the engine and were burned to
death.
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BUILDING IS
BURNED, WITH FATALITIES.
Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 29. One
Hig-Sln-
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wa one of the accomplishments of our forefather of
,
the Stone Age.

GAS EXPLODES AND

INJURES THE FAMILY.
McKeesport, Pa., Dec. 29. Mrs.
Hattie Sweeney was fatally burned
and eight members of her family were
seriously injured today by a gas explosion In her kitchen, which wrecked
the house.

NO DOUBT HIDDEN

USE TELEGRAMS

STILL SEESAWING

TRAGEDY

FAMILY

ARIZONA ANT1S

MONEY ON CALL IS

Came Down James Douglas Advocates Millionaire ' Yerkes Dies At
Hotel While Wife is
Their Side of the JointBoth During Today's
in City But
ure Question.
Meeting.

Went up and

Rev. Sollie in Alabama.

Last Sunday morning, as per announcement in the Evening Citizen
the previous evening, Rev. J. M. Sol-lireturned from his missionary trip
to Alabama. The Alabama Christian
Advocate, published at Birmingham,
has the following to say about Rev.
Sollie:
Rev. J. M. Sollie, formerly of the
Alabama conference, and now of tae
New Mexico continence, stationed In
Albuquerque. N. M., and also presiding
'Ucr of the district, has been in Alabama for a few weeks attending the
two annual
conferences.
Brother
Sollie has started t,o build a nice
church at Albuquerque, thai Methodism may have its rightful footing
among other churches in that growing and promising field. The congregation there Is financially weak, but
they have secured a Jot there iu the
heart of the city and are doing what
they can to build the church. The
brethren of Alabama gave to him
91.400 or $1,500 for the cause. The
larger part of this amount came from
tne Alabama conference. The brethren know Brother Sollie and love him,
nd rejolcrt that this worthy man is
having success in the west. We also
rejoice that his wife and son are improving in hearth. .Mucli success to
you, brother.
e

OUTSIDE

IN

MONEY POURS

Gets

Firm of Stockbrokers
Assign Because of kising

Boston

Cld Sophistries He at
About Ditference of the
Off Same

She at

Waldorf-Astori- a,

tier

Home Refusing All

Two Peoples.

Market.

t

TO GO NEAR HIM

MANAGER REFUStS

PHELPS-DODGE'- S

Washington, Dec. 29. The report
of the Isthmian canal commission was
made public today. After explaining
that the present officials have been in
office only since the 3rd of last April,
the reports says:
The members of the commission
decided, during their first trip to the
Isthmus, that it would be useless to
hope for large and satisfactory resuiTs
In canal work, either In quantity of
excavation or In cost, until thorough
preparation had been accomplished in
several directions. The Isthmus must
made healtnyriy thorough sanitation, proper quarters and food must be
provided for employes, and adequate
terminal facilities must be constructed
for the nromnt ail economic handling
of supplies and material. It was de
cided, therefore, to stop at once excavation on a large scale until the preparatory work was done. The commission realized thut this was a radical Chance Of nollrv but tmllnvnrl
that It would be approved when a full
statement snouia be made of existing
conditions and of the difficulties to be
overcome before canal construction
could be undertaken in accordance
with a comprehensive and systematic
pian.
The largest number of deaths dur- ing the year attributed to any one
disease was due to malarial fever
which claimed 85 victims In fhe four
months from May to August 31, 1905.
During the same period there were
54 deaths from consumption, 49 from
pneumonia, 47 from yellow fever, 4C
from dysentery and 57 from diarrhea
and enteritis.
Deaths from any one
other cause were not numerous.
The fwe cmikiywd on the Isthmus
on November lulW06, wan as follow:
In November,
1904,
the commission's employes on the Isthmus numbered 3.C0O. In November, 1905, they
numbered approximately, 17,000.
Of
these, 11,300 were under the department of construction and engineering.
2.fii'0 under the
bureau rf material
and supplies, and 3.050 under the department of government and sanitation. There was in the local auditor's office 4fi men and In the office
of the disbursing officer 21 men.
Of the 17,000 employes, aliout 2.705

Reasons.

New York, Dec. 29. Charles T.
New York, Dec. 29. Call money ; New York, Dec. 29. James Douglas,
Yerkes died at 2:20 this afternoon.
opened today strong and In considerwho is the executive head of the minable demand. The first bid was 40 ing enterprises in Arizona, grouped
per cent. Loans were made at 60 as the Phelps-Dodg- e
Company inter-- , REMARKABLE CONDUCT
per cent, and at 10:45 the rate hud ests, is quoted today regarding his
IS SHOWN BY WIFE.
advanced to 70 bid with 80 asked.
views upon Jo'nt statehood for Arizona
New
York,
Dec. 29. Conflicting
Mexico.
Douglas suid,
Call money ruled at 60 per cent at and New
statements have been Issued about the
noon with large offerings. Much of among other things:
of ('has. T. Yerkffa,
the money came from out of town
"To force Arizona Into a union with condition of health
millionaire, who is ill at
sources, including Philadelphia and New Mexico Is to do a great wrong the Chicago
hotel. Inquiries
Pittsburg. Loans made yesterday at to the poop'e of the former territory, the Waldorf-Astori- a
made at the home of his wife, lu this
top prices were renewed today at 50 who in racial antecedents, religious city,
forth the following state
j preferences
and 55 per cent.
and industrial Interests ment brought
from her. which was handed to
ae wholly unlike the inhabitants of the
reporter by a servant: "That she
New Mexico.
STOCK MARKET ROSE
had not !een at the Waldorf-Astori- a
"The New Mexico population is hotel
TOO RAPIDLY ON THEM.
during Mr. Yerkes' illness there;
Boston, Dec. 29. H. R. Leighton & sufficient to Justify admission as a sin- that she did not Intend to go there;
gle
Arizona,
state
people
and
of
the
Co., stockbrokers of this city, assignthat, she was iu no way indisposed and
whom I have spent twenty-liv- e
NUMBER OF CARPENTERS
ed today for the benefit of their cred- among
that she refused absolutely to discuss
years,
years
twenty
would
wait
rather
Sail r'ranclsco, Dec. 2H. A. II. Steitors. Their liabilities are stated at
her reasons for her actions in tne
TO CO ON A STRIKE
Sfriii.iiiiu.
A rising market Is sall to for statehood than to be Joined to
phens, superintendent
of railway
matter."
i
have been the genera! cause ol ItM.'ir
malls, was notified yesterduy of a new
THOSE EMPLOYED BY CONTRAC- suspension.
ARRESTED FOR STABBING
i
and fust mull train between Omaha
TOR HAYDEN REFUSE TO WORK
DOES ANYBODY KNOW
j
HIS COMPANION.
MEN.
and Sun Franslco. It will advance
WITH
DISTRICT COURT ON
.
IX-cSt.' Ixiuis,
29. William Murmail now arriving in this city at 12:48
MRS. JESSIE CRAIG phy.
31 years old. son of Jeremiah
ll was reported this morning tbut,
p. in., by twenty-fou- r
and a half hours,
MhDEMEANOR C'WiS
j Murphy, a wealthy
pork packer, was iii mail thai arrives here at 6:48 p.
trouble wa brewing lu the ranks of
WOMAN WHO WRITES LETTERS arrested and Is being held on the m., on the Overland Limited, by five
the anion carieiilers of Albuquerque .
FROM ALBUQUERQUE. IS SUED charge of stabbing his friend David and a half hours. The first new fast
CENTS
and that a strike had been declared. A BILL FOR SIXTY-FIVFOR DIVORCE
AT 8AN
BER- - Leahy, early today. Leahy is said In mall train, composed exclusively
An Investigation of the reiort reCOST CORNETTO $35 AND COSTS
of
NARDINO.
all probability to be mortally wounded. mat curs, will leave Omaha next Sunvealed the fact that though a union
BADARACCO
AND PASQUAL
Murphy asserts
a highwayman day for Shu Francisco.
earpenters' strike really existed, it
GOT THEIRS, TOO.
Tio Is Mrs. Jessie CraiK, who has attacked them ami stabbed
was confined to the men working for
Leahy
IhiiIv
an
seen when they resisted. Ixiaby refuses HOW AND WHY THIS
fix children?
Has
4'ontractor A. W. Hayden.
Judge
Aldmtt
sentoday
passed
to tails of the matter.
her? Or them?
IMPROVEMENT MADE.
The trouble originated in employing
She was In Albuquerque, and she
a
man. The union carpen- tences in a number of misdemeanor
Omaha, Dec. 29. The new fast mall
eases.
mrnv
may
be here yet. Hut wherever she
irrnrrn
ters requested that Mr. Hayden distrain to San Francisco is new only
Pasqual Cuiinota, wbn was found Is, she Is the defendant 1n a divorce IrV, W LIIC K I ALlinCU
charge this ptrson. and upon this
from Ogden west over the Southern
k
violating
guilty
of
Hernar-dinSunday
the
closing
OF
ROBBING FRIEND Pacific.
suit which has been filed at
being refused, elpht men, composing
The present change insures.
was
law.
fined
by
costs.
The
$n and
her husband, according to the
all those belonging to the union in the
$30.
latter
to
It
amounted
San Hernardino Sun.
about
employ of Mr. Hayden, packed up
FERDINAND BOWEN SAYS THAT
at the trial of tais case that
In c'iir'Uiit Ilntr the affair, the
Sun
Jheir tools and went on a rtrike. Mr.
DEFENDANT TOOK HIS MONEY
ri
In
had
Albusays:
the
feiulant
resided
lladcn informed a reporter for The
years, and
WAIVED EXAMINATION.
"Clark Crali.' yesieriUy commenced
Kvming Citi.cn this morning that the querque lor twenty-fivi'lucts of all the strikers haii been lia l been In business the greater part an action for div rce nralnst Je.-siof that time, and the
Sunday for C'ai en the ground of desertion. It
A. ('. Kii:ei,- was uire i.d hot
tilled. The trouble referred to ll
which be was found guilty of keeping will be rtcai'.id that inrly in ihe sumharge,i with roehia.:
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i,
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ir.
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e had untie
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e
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'I ill!! of tS
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Found
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Guilt.
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ih
in AiH im. n
di'...,pe.
i.t iri
ill the can. of the t.Tvf'ttly
..,
;u eirs for the plaintiff. The
(
A'lisoti
iJa. It. i
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id price h,.
t'.'U v'ltiini
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e
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fu'.ure
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,'finrt
here a
the kiu, and
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a
:,i jim
K'V
sicii'liti'.if
hat he
ri
I'.eu: i sit'l'y of
and bat- later
u
Ki, i. of
Spain. Pniiei.--s
denied that he had done saw l'c'ery lal n.
oip t f li wen's w hieb iiMKtl'y n et at t 'h , .1, 'imc
up .1'. A'li l.ty b' i l.ettr
ill
wrong.
p
In
S;e:i
berg, will occur at tiie e.tv of Crtn-jiia- . tery
over
fell
rea.'ier. he
e A
hand and Let p
in.- INiwen over and iti tie' saruf city
If
the court told Cor- '
'he la. lir'.-- t .tii
!
ie
'he Southern liottl to li mi
h in
i
poi et
'.'"ti 'ii for llle Atlvaneei. lent of Sci-a
cm li bis
bet
nel ;o that he
bis
ck.
liriil.t.'
tit
Win n arr.ihjn. ii in rdit e court Km-- i '::e lmlds its nue'lug.
t
ri: ;t r and then fined h'tn $1", and and
TO SHOW GOVERNOR
cry v. a.ved xatuiti.it on nit.l w as held
So- The meet inn of t he A
This is a case that orUitia'-e-- i
WHY CAN'T DO IT.:
to a '.ait the action of the grand Jury
fur t ti Advancement ,f Si ler.ee
in the justice touit, and was pri- DEFEND ANTFOiInO
Indianapolis. Ind. Dec. 19. The
jvl.h'i t nveties in Ma't h. In
untiled this morning al I he Ten. pie
ct tits,
the
members of the executive committee marily ai! about sixty-fivof hail fixed at $."i'ii, he will be Sinai.
fllLTY AS CHARGED
r wed a
Prof. ('. Y. Woodward Intro- if the Central Passenger Assoc. arion amount which Cointtt
con nii'teii to jail.
diired the spcukt rs and n 'eil a1- - masr w ho had tut n working at the
with
arrived here by appointment
say that Kniery
The x!i
been
of cereiiiouifs. The Hon. Charles
Governor J. Frank Manly, to confer Vendume hotel. There was some be- DEFENDANT APPEALED CASE TO invo'vttl In several cro. kt'd hastrans-- j ter
K
Ilui k, representing the mvernor.
aliout the amount, however,
HIS FINE
DISTRICT COURT
with blm in regard to the request of
actions, som. of which there a'tfii-- t delivered the uddrei-- of welron:.- on
WAS $15.
.he governor, to allow a. straight two--en- t tween Cornetto and the dishwasher,
im, iias been (.ailed to.
iif half of the state.
Other welcoming
as tti bow much was due th l ittt r.
ticka nille rate for 2,ooo-mil- e
Some tiLie a.:o Franco Gahalilou id
ii'ldresses ware delivered bv Mayor
dishwasher employed Attorets. Tbe members of the committee and the
the ar- - WAS DAVIO B. H ILL AN
''elirman.
President Craighead, of
to collect the money for Hanehos tit At:ico, acst-believe they will be able to convince ney I.ei-te-r
ALLY OF THE EQUITABLE? '1'itlane. snd others.
Claik, ot P.ijarito. for
Governor Hanly that it would not be him. A "scrap" occurred in lister's rest of K hi It htuise
New York. Dei'. 2
without r.enicU
This afternoon the various sections
Former Hetia
In the interest of the state of Indi- office. In which there is some doubt (filtering
w ill begin their ses-- i
Clat l: b.-- t several at Melt
and tor Dattd Ib tmett I lul has written to j f t r.e
ana, if the rate demanded by him as to who sot the best of it. Anyway, siun.
the legislative insurance investigating f'ons at Tulane university. Tonlgnt
Lester bad Cornetto arrested and "ne wa- - st art bing tor thm.
should be allowed by the Central
Yestertlay morr.it.g J t
at
of the committee saying, In answer to the thert- - will be a general me-'lasMcition. Thev saw it would wa found euilty In the Justice cou't.
Tt mple hlnui. when the retiring presCbaven f.. mid Clark demand that he appear as a witne-s- ,
result in tbe raterlal curtailment of nd a fine wan levied uiNin him ftr Peace Joe Miguel mm
1j itud cm is. that be U ill and will be UDai.'
guilty and hued
to ident. Dr. W. F. Karlow. will speak
train nervice, and the abolition of $J5. He appealed the case, with the Clark
nil't-afor two we s, at the bast, on "Popular Conception of u St It ut trie
took an appeal from the
special rates of every kind in the above result.
on retord that
of the justice and the (ae will it
Hill
W. ('. litttcock apptared for the
received Man at the Present Day." The so
btate, and would raise the average
and IMstrict Attorney C'uncy !! to tbt district court f jr disposl $ri.i"in as an annua! retainer from the cial feature of the day will be a re
rate from 1 cents a mile to 2 cents
ItKm:
t u
cent it, n at the 'nome of .Mrs T. 5.
conducted the pr. kWU'Ioii.
f.r a pel od of year.
a mile.
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government arms factory, the officials of which are held s hostages.
The former local ufhorftio
h,.- en to summon the Cossacks, but the
revolutionists have declared that If
,.m-i.- t..
tv.
the Cossanka armour
t-,
the city will be killed.mi. vtlltlWB vi
-i-

HEROIC

YOUTH

u

DIES
HIS COUNTRY.

F0R

Moscow, Dec. 28.

tried today

to

Thursday

A

boy

assassinate Baron
v"' governor of the city, and

lr' boa rd f uadV'""u
.7J
county
approaching

of supervisors of Madison
ha
oeen caned together ror a spiK'lal session to be held today for the purpose
of considering the proposition of removing the county seat from Morrls-trlllto some more accessible location, preferably to this city. The
proposition has been mufle a special
order for this meeting. The pUn has
been proposed "several times In the
past, but the opposition has always
been so strong In former years that
no change was attempted.

u

committed

suicide.

Httlortn..Jifl
drew a revolver

TQ!,- -

him

All minmwt
ureii iiiree snots.
their mark, and the noise brought
soldiers, secretaries and servants running. Without a moment's hesitation
and before any one could seise him.
the young man swallowed a liquid
from a small phial which be had concealed in his hand. He fell unconscious and died In a few minutes.

Noise was Not Intentional.
referring to the noise from another part of the Elks' opera house;
during the oratorical contest the other
evening. The Evening Citizen did not
mean to InTer that the racket was intentional. It, has been generally understood that the theater auditorium
and the lodge rooms were separated
by noise-proo- f
walls. When thos
who are to participate In the Elks'
minstrels rehearsed on the evening
of the oratorical contest they did not
realize that what they were
lolns;
wag heard by those in the
opeia
house and had not the slightest,
knowledge, that thev were dlslu-Inthe audience. The Evening Citizen and the public generally realise
that had tb management of the minstrel rehearsal known any one was
being annoyed, matters would have
been stopped immediately.
In

however, a material shortening of the
running time on the Union Pacific's
fast mail from Omaha to Ogden.
The train now leaves Omaha at 8:55
a. ru., reaching Green River at 8:20 p.
m.; and under the new schedule,
effective January 1st, It will leave
Omaha at 1:55 p. in., reaching Green
River at 9:65 a. ni. Between Green
River and Ogden the running time Is
also shortened so as to njake a saving KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
of almost five hours between Omaha
ANTICIPATE JUBLIFICATION
and Ogden.
Tho mall has heretofore been carried by the Southern Pacific on Us BIG DOINGS WILL TAKE PLACE
ON SUNDAY, WITH VISITING CEOverland Limited, but It now puts on
an exclusive mail train. These changes
LEBRITIES PRESENT.
are understood to be incident to the
The local lodge of tho Knights of
fight between the railroads for mall
carrying contracts, which are shortly Columbus will exemplify a class of
twenty-seveto be made for the next four years.
candidates on Sunday,
the ceremonies
beginning at 1:30
o'clock at the Elks' opera house. In
the Elks' lodee rtvom. The candidates which will be given .the work
are from I.hs Vegas. Sliver City, Detn-ing- .
San Marclal. Gallup and Wins-low- ,
Ariz. The usuaJ feast will fol
low the work.
work will be under thn
The tie
rilre'-- Lu: e' (). V. Marron. territorial
j deputy.
will ho
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GOVERNMENT

ESTABLISHED IN URALS.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 29. For on
week past Zlatourst, a town or 17,000
people In the Ural mountains,
has
been In the hands of the revolutionists, according to Information received by Kolva, (Russ).
They haw
formed a local republican government
and fhe red flag Is flying over th

falling, Instantly

-

M0UTA1S

LRAL

REPUBLICAN

ill m

vadu-
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.
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'

Pas-sient-

nr

Mos-

St. Petersburg, Dec. 29. A correspondent of the Associated press
at Moscow, telegraphs that the scattered revolutionists there are able to
keep up only a feeble show of resistance to the troops, and the work-mencouncil, realizing that the revolt Is crushed, Is negotiating
for
terms for the strikers who participated in the uprising, with a view of
"
calling off the strike on Monday.
SOCIALISTS TRYING TO
KEEP UP THE STRIKE.
Warsaw, Dec. 29. Bands offcoclal-ist- s
are parading the streets here,
striving to enforce the orders for a
general strike. They compelled
and Insurance offices tv
close and their inmates to join
youths in breaking the windows thof
storekeepers
who
refused to close
their establishments.

MEET IN NEW ORLEANS
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Kill

AMERICAN SAVANTS
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WITH SHORTENED TIME
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Quebec. Que., Dec. 29. A party of
civil engineers, including several men
of national prominence, arrived here
today, to inspect the work on the
great cantilever bridge now building
here across the St. Lawrence Klver.
The bridge Is of special Interest to
engineers, as It formn the largest
single span ever built. It reaches
across the St.
River in a
singlo span of l.sno feet.
This Is
nearly loo feet longer than the spans
of the Firth of Forth bridge cantilevers, which measure 1,710 feet in
the clear. Although the new St. Lawrence River bridge will exceed the
bridges over the East River in New
York In tolal length of span, it will
uoi compare witn them In the tnagnl
ule of the trafNc that It can carry,
1
'otaI wldtn ,s on'y 73 f?t, "'
inucn more man one-ha- lf
the width
of the Wlllamshurg
Bridge, which
measures 120 foot over all, and provides Iwo eighteen foot roadways,
four trolley . tracks, two elevated
trucks,
passenger footways and
two bicycle tracte.,

I

I

i

OFJINGLE SPAN

EXCLUSIVE MAIL TRAIN

NON-UNIO-

'

LARGEST BRIDGE

i

j

' i

REPUBLIC

were on the gold rolU and 14.250 on
the silver rolls.
Tho number of white Americans on
the Isthmus is estimated at 1,500.
The Panama Railroad company employs about 2.K00 men, who arc not
included in the tolal of 17.000.

CHANGE OF COUNTY 6 EAT
IN STATE
MFva
Oneida, K V..'
23- .-1

STILL

cow's Governor Kills

J

Y

.

if

-

Vouth Failing to

Number of Employes of All Kinds is'About 17.009 Exclusive of ThoselWho Are Working on the
Panama Railroad.

TENEMENT

-

STRUGGLES

Himself.

p A f i

tlend, two badly burned and fifteen or
mo1e Injured and overcome by smoke,
s
is the result of the gutting of the
tenements this morning. The
lire started in the apartments of Mrs.
Ruckllff, in the middle of
the big tenement, and spread with
Twenty-seve- n
great rapidity.
families were, rescued from their beds and
font shivering and half smothered
into the outer air, where the thermometer was ten degrees above zero.

WARSAW

f

T,'

:

Ex-

SANITARY WORK HAS BEEN SUCCESS IN EVERY WAY

EXPLOSION

GAS

in Moscow.

Labor;

clusion of All Excavation

Resist-

ance Remains Active

WorK Has Occupied Efforts of Commission

Since Its Appointment Last April, to the

MEN ROASTED ALIVE

KITCHEN

Only Straggling

OF ISTHMIAN CANAL

Caught in Cab of Overturned
Locomotive Rescue
Impossible.
FATAL

RUSSIA ENDING

ITS ANNUAL REPORT

jff

ed Apartments.
TRAIN

REVOLUTION IN

COMMISSION OFFERS

FIRE IS FATAL

an

NUMHKU :2(

I'.

I

'

l
V. !!!
i
lie
i "..in
Mm univt i':;!' v. .ind tt Its
V. Ill
!l,.
I.H.gJ
alt i i n .. i. I I. F. P.
(,f
Kilt
' .a
.;
i
'..
pr." idt ;n I 1 He
.ifd ''. i'l ti!;e a part in the
wl 1
;:t ii!..-o-n
fitial mn.
liver on ad !r
'
t
In
'i
ii:
ev Itin!
' ii
'ii . fViailes lia'.m u.ai.'.eii wi:l be V.WFLL HAS f.nDE
n.
iJn ;::i
fi a Mlnai'1
'
t
I.e-- I
i !:.!! u w.'il i....e up tlie day.
GOOD MIS f srAPE
sid - the rejiii.ir n,.s lots en .Monduy.i
t!,. i rei't s ir i
i
n TEXAN WHO STABBED
on "Inn
MARCUS
Diseases." wl!! be hel l at (ili..s..ii hall
LIESE IS STILL AT LARGE WAS
In the a f' eriioim.
Among tiie meat)
LAST
COING TOWARD
SEEN
Liithori'i" in Hie fubject who. will: GALLUP.
will be
take i. art l:i 'he disciu.-lu- n
Dr. James Carroll. I'. S. A.; Dr. O. N.t A. H. McGuffey. of tb
Horabln

i

i.

Calkins and reveral local experts.
The main feature on Monday will:
be the meeting of the Chemical so-clety. with Prof. CbarU-- K. Mabery.l
of the Case school, presiding. He"WilI

MMIa'.ley company

saj. ttais uinrultig
at Thoreau
stated that Thomas Maxwell,
the mm: wbn uss ai'lied with a knife
Marci - l i.se. w!:j is a patient
at
Pe-- tie I'tcal linspital
fUffering with a
tip ak on t!ie "CUjiiipturititin of
titileiiin From American Fields." The nii;.!e iif tu!y scalp wounds in the
('In u l' a! vticlety
will have a three' a. ic. w as
ist seen going toward

thai

.

letter written

a

;a

ye-ter,-

!

lays' ou:inif visltiug manufaei urlug tijill'i;.. Htul that at the time of writ-Inplan's in and near the city. There
lie war, ..ill! at iarije. Maxwell
will be
tllnners MontUy niiat
considered a lad man while soTuesday ewulnn the Hound Table ber, bur he
from Tens, and ther
dull will entertain nl a smoker
On is im telling what he ndht do in a
Wednesday, jfttr the :r.i'iiti; of the ; '.in I. He was I'i'unk ul the time ha
I.Vst The latter Is not con
section tui Zoology, uti.K r Dr. Ward, - '
dangerously wtiuele, 'uow- the member.- - i': tam an eMencive
trolley rifle.
1

t

1
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MEXICO

PRESENTS

THANKS

Great Prosperity Prevailed
During the Year Just
Closing.
COMING PKOSPLCTS

FINE.

i

ON A NIGHT GOWN

.
--

s

-

j

$

.

.

MULTI-MILLIO-

e.

1

.

over-worke- d

k

7

SC.

Broken

LouU

PROFLSSlOrlAl

CARDS

FOK HfcNT

DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,

KENT

Five-roo-

-

Interest Allowed on Sayings Deposits

FOK SALE

A

i

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

The-

mall.

Rank of Cloiiiinereej of

inniinrniKr.

Solicits

New

LUNA, President.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON,

D. D." S.

TOPEKA

SANTA

.

RY.

FE

306

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

--

ALBUQUERQUE.

.

V.

Albuquer
First National

que, N. M. OKice,
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Armijo

building,

DepOlUry for Atchison, Topeka

Suite 16. N
Albuquerque

jooooo ooao

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
rooms
Barnett building
ford,
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS

ISN.m.N
$260,0.M

Santa Fe Railway Oompaay

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

D. F. McCrolling.

surveying an
Civil engineering,
drafting. 209 Railroad avenue. Auto
matlc 'phone 740.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

'2

....1MJ0I.M
M...f$M)H.M

DEPOSITS

A. L. Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
TOR AND BUILDER Estimat.es are
cheerfully furnished: Job work solic
ited. Automatic phone, 721; shop at
street, Albuquer
911 North Second
que. N. M.
PHYSICIANS.

tJUsnt
Uk

We bars fiad a very satisfactory growth aloes the
,
of our haak. It you are not one of our custom
an opportunity to show yoa eur superior facilities.
O. N. MARRON, Preside. t.
J. B. HERN DON, Cashier.

aho-a-

D. A. UcTKEKBOH. Tie

te4eM

ROT IfcDONiXB,

'

PtsetlsaL

OKD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 187$

B. P UTN E Y

L

6--

High-Frequen-

WHOLESALE

t

0

1

oo

A. L.

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions
I

t

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERUE, N.

llllt

BRIGHT

M.

SALESMEN

always in dem.m-The other kind may
iet a place by nml hick but tlie
J

employer is never pleased.

Electric Lights
At

tile brightest
Tiiej-

-

s.ilcsiiii-i-

are elliner

modern ti

of

l

thino-- -

lju.-

sec-21-

e

DtreetMr

,..

The State National

46-4-

t

...,,

DEPOSITORY.

Office Crom

N. M.

'

.

Ttee Presides
Cashier
AMlaUat Cashier

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
"John H. Stingle.

T.

N. M.

Officers and Dii ectora.
JOSHVA S. RATNOLWi
M. W. FLOURNOT
FRANK McKEE
.eM m
R. A. FROST
H. r. JAAYNOLW

RTwrbrBryan.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

MAHAFFEY, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, WhiHus building, over
FOUND.
Vann's drug store. Automatic
cut n l A bay horse. Owner can telephone, 410.
have smile by calling and proving
DR. R. L. MUST,
animal at Bell's livery stable on
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office,
Silver avenue.
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and GerWILLING HELPERS.
given each day
Treatments
micide.
What's the use of a helper, if
8 a. m. to 4 p. in. Trujucd nurse
from
Tie isn't willing?
eT
Willingness is
Both 'phonos.
in attendance.
an ample mantle which will al- - T
D. NUSBAUM
DR.
J.
most cover all the sins of serv- it
Ice. But a classified advertise- Practice limited to diseases of Nose,
ment in The Evening Citizen is a T
Throat and Lungs.
willing helper that is not only
Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
competent,
absolutely
but also Is
Hours, 8 to tO a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
a willing worker. It works all
Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
Telephones:
aV
the time for you. It is the best
CONNOR, M. D., D. O.
H.
C.
F
and most economical publicity in
Osteopathic physician and surgeon
4Y
the world.
President New Mexico Board of Osteo
9
successfully
patby.
All
diseases
Office In Barnett building
treated.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
phones. Sundays by appointment.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1601.)
FALL TERM.
Department of the Interior, United
States La ml Office, Santa Fe, N. M.. Albuquerque Business College Opens
December 20, l!)03.
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
lowing named claimant has filed no ship,
Eng
Shortnand, Typewriting,
tice nf his intention to make final lisb, Spanish and Mechanical Draw
proof in support of iiis claim under lng.
sections It! and 17, of tho act of March
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
3. 1S9I. (26 Stats.. S54). as amende
For particulars, call or address
Oy tho act of February 21, 1813, (27
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
Stats.. 47iTuiid that said proof will
R. O. STOLL, Secy.
made before the United States
Library i'uildins. Fast Railroad avecourt commissioner at Albunueraue. nue.
N'. M., on tho 2!ith day of January.
ASSAYERS.
IW6, viz., Meliton S. Otero, for the
S. II. ( No! 1C01. in sectlbn 19. town- & COLLINS,
CORBET
.
7 north, range 3 east., and
Engineers. United
Moo
township 7 north, range 2 Civil and Mining Mineral
Surveyors.
States Deputy
east.
ASSAYERS.
He names the following witnesses
of Plaza, Santa Fe. N. M.
to prove bis actual continuous adverse East side
possession of said tract for twenty
RAILROAD TICKETS.
years next preceding the survey of the
Cut Rates.
township, viz:
For reduced rates lo and from all
Jesus Salaar v Otero, of Pcralta, points, go to Paulsen's Association
N. M.; Placidu Salazar y Otero, of Al RIalroad ticket office. Railroad tickets
buquerque, N. M.: Jesus Sanches y bought, sold and exchanged.
Alarid, of Valencia, N. M.; Deslderloi
LAND MATTERS.
Gurule. of Peralta. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
H. W. S. Otero,
against the allowance, of said proof,
United States Court Commissioner,
or who knows of any substantial rea 703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
son under the laws and regulations of to matters before the land ofllce.
the interior department why such
A Fearful Fate.
(roof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
It is a fearful fate to liave to en
dure the terrible torture of piles. "I
mentioned time and place to
nay," writes Henry
the witnesses of said claim- can truthfully
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal Ct.l&on, of Masonville, Iowa, "that for
Blind. Bleeding, Itching aud Protrudof that submitted by claimant.
ing Plies, Buckliu's Arnica Salve is
MANUEL R. OTERO.
for
Register. the best cure made. Also
cuts, burns and injuries; 25c at all
WHAT HAVE YOU TO TRADE
druggist f..
For property at Los Cerrlllos? Cost
o
f
one-halof
$1,250; trading
price,
New Tailor Shou.
cost. A snan. if you can use the
A. J. Morelli. the well known tailor
property. Don't be afraid to talk
shop on North
with me. T. L. McSpadden. 300 South bas reopened a tailor
First street, where be is ready tc
Broad ay.
clean, press and repair ladles' and
You are going to visit the old home gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
during the holidavs. Cheap rates ta Patronage of former customers EOlicn
d.
all points,, via t'fie S;tnta Fe route.
cross-examin-

and

OFFICERS AND' DIRECTORS:
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W.J. Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Batdridge
A. M. Blackwell
Solomon Luna
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

Bernard S. Rodey.
ATTORNEY
Albuiiuerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
pertaining
to
the profession
business
Will practice in all courts of the terri
tory and before tne uniteu state
land office.
Ira M. Bond.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights. caveats
letter patents, trade marks claims.

reled,
shotgun; bran new
never has been used; one of th
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
flee for particulars.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
TO EXCHANGE Good improved city
property for vacant lots. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
TO EXCHANGE I have some ranches
to trade for city property. T. L.
McSpadden, 300 South Broa d w a y .
McSPADDEN
The exchange man,
See him for business exchanges,
300 South Broadway.

t

MoxiciO)

4W

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Office
Railroad avenue.
hoars. 8:30 a. m.. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Ap
P. ni. to 5 p. m. Telephone 402.
(ointments made by mail.
LAWYERS.

double-b- ar

lim-cias-

EdundjrA!aer,

No

-

SOLOMON

Dental Surgeon.

.

-

4.

15 and 16. Grant block, over
house, with theRooms
Rule Dry Goods company.
Golden
Walter
217 North
Both "phonos. Appointments made by

bath; furnished.
street.
FOR RENT Bright, sunny rooms for
u24 West Railroad
housekeeping.
avenue.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms;
bath and electric lights. Gentlemen
preferred. Garcia bldg., 504 West
Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Fine large office room.
modern, steam heat, above Bank of
Commerce. Apply at Room 17, N.
T. Armijo bldl
FOK RENT One nice, modern front
room, for two gentlemen. Board if
desired. Also one very cheap room.
5 1,7 South Broadway.
('OR RENT
Apartments in Paik
View terrace, eight rooms each;
modern equipment throughout. H
H. Tilton, room 19. Grant block.
furnished cot- FOK RENT Nicely
age flats, two and three rooms, $10
and $15 per month. Mrs. Norris,
524 John street, east end of viaduct.
FOR SALE
SELL. KENT OR TRADE List your
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
FOR SALE OK TRADE A good busi
ness for city property. T. L. Me
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
FOR SALH A handsome Hardinan
piano, In fine condition and almost
new, at a bargain.
For particu
iars,. call at this office.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you In
terested in mines? I have some
said to be good deals. Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad
way.

The Earth's December issue has
.
reached the city and the paper
contains several articles of unusual
interest to those in this section.
The Earth Is a monthly publication,
issued by the passenger department ot
4V.i oront Knnta Fe Railway system. In
the interests of Immigration to nml
and
the development of the states great
territories through which the
railu-sirvstem passes.
ONE YOUNG
BURNED UP
Over ihirtv thousand copies have- HERE'S A KIMONO THAT
WO MAN.
Iieen issued for the month of DecemNew York, Dec. 2". Miss Alice of J;i(an wear have hail a sudden
iwr The front nace has an attrac
in value.
live view of an irrigation canal in the Roosevelt has set a new fashion. rise
vounn; woman whose every fancy
Pecos valley. The main features of the Girls who belong to the whiuuniatify- - is AImmediately
satisfied, has paid
issue are articles trorn New Mexico,
whose rich fathers $1,200 for a richly embroidered Ulm
California, 'lexas, Colorado, Arizona, ng variety and
She can never wear if outside
Oklahoma and Kansas by prominent Indulge them In all their foolish ono.
notions, hnve taken of her own private suite.
men of the respective sections, telling
But that, does not matter.
are
why the states and territories
sh.
Her fickle fancy is pleased Tor
thankful.
elaborately the moment ; and that a whole family
Is
ad
The article from New Mexico was
can exist for a year upon tho amount
s. Since the
written by Colonel Frost, secretary of
from the expended for this rose pink satin
the Bureau of Immigration.
santhemtim the long kimono has never entered into her
Why New Vex'co it Thankful.
hat the tiny cltisons ken.
Are the people of New Mexico
thankful for 1905? Surely and truly
they are. Why?
Advancement since the census ol
1900 and especially in 1905 has been
exeat. Dartieularly in a moral direc
tion. Crime has been punished; therethan ever. Churches and coinia le
munH-aurhave increased tu Ballsrav
Sunday observance
tory numbers.
laws are strictly carried out and
strong sentiment against public gambling has been aroused.
The people have enjoyed a clean and
t honest administration ot territorial
aad count v affairs: New Mexico's
debt has been reduced by $4()0,0,..
County finances are in better condition. Administration of Justice is effective and energetic.
has in
The Sunshine Territory
creased In population from about 200,-00- 0
In 1900 to about 300,000 now; manufactured products have gained nearly
Vi per cent since limu.
There are
more banks, national and private,
more business firms, more manufac
turing establishments, and they are
on the increase. The production of
precious and base metals shows an in
crease, and the coal, iron ore and zinc
ever
ore outputs are the greatest
known. Zinp ore, of which not a ton
' ' if
f1was produced in 1901, this year shows
a value ot $MC0,000.
Irrigation.
The acreagM under irrigation and
cultivation is larger and steadily gain
' 1" addition to Its own uses, the
territoiy e ported 20,000,000 pounds
The importation of grain.
of frtii
nay and Tour bus decreased, tho territory prod 'icing more of these necessities risht i long.
The sheep owners had an increase
of yf per cent in lambs. They have
sold about 2.01)0,000
wethers and
lambs averaging about $2.75 per head,
and 24.A00.0tiu pounds of wool at about
21 tents, in addition to several hundred thousand pounds of mohair at
:i5 eetits; they have more sheep and
oats now than they bad last spring.
About 200,000 head of catle averaging
fl per head have beeu shipped out,
and several thousand horses have been
sold.
Ranges are In good condition, water THIS ONE. FOR A
AIRE'S
DAUGHTER,
PAMPERED
and grass are plentiful, and the outCOST ONLY $650.
look for the ('inning spring and
But not so with
the pampered
Six hundred and fifty dollars tor a
is of the best, considerable snow
It seems a pretty big daughter of a great
having already fallen in the mountains night gown!
expenditure for a robe that is worn Iu her boudoir she is to dun ;i silken
of northern New .Mexico.
tho sle( ping hours. Yet that night robe, the lace upon which
The educational system is improv- dining
many an eye to grow dim and
ing ami the number of persons of is tlie ext ravugiint sum thai a fond causeC
expended for t In lUght robe aged.
school age is greatly in excess ot' pre- mother
that is to be a
of her daughtnere are yards and yards of exvious years.
er's marriage trousseau.
quisitely wrought Valenciennes lace
New Railroads.
t'ciy good and pietu night dresses upon l his $650 affair, which took
Several hundreds of miles of new
Inprocured lor $1.23.
young girls weeks and months to
railroads are in active construction canNot coarse,
uly ones, I, ut of fine make, bending low over their bobbins
and thousands of men are employed cambric, daintily
with an ind cushh rs.
at good wages. The Eastern Railway embroidered edge, trimmed,
The greater amount of the lace
with a delicate
of New Mexico, a part of the Santa Ke imitation lace. Theor majority
of girls cost over $15 a yard, while thirty
system, is building a line 300 miles
long and employing 3,000 men and In the world have to bo satisfied with yardt. of the silk were used lu con
even less than these $1.5 ones.
coding this foolish garment.
many teams.
. Bank deposits are heavy and exceed
greatly all loans and discounts.
OFFICERS OF LAS
FILING OF HOMESTEAD AND
Separate statehood for New Mexico NEW
VEGAS KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS.
DESERT LAND ENTRIES
is asked by tho people; and while this
The Knights of Columbus .if I.as
From December 21 to December 27
may not come iu 1S06, they hope and
Vegas, elreted the following officer; sixteen homestead and one desert
believe it will be attained In 1908.
The growth and progress In popula- at their List meeting who will be laud entry, all located In the Est anmade in the
tion, in moral advancement, in stock Installed Tuesday evening, Januar 9: eia valley, have
I'nited States land office at Santa Fe
Grand Knight J. E. McMahon.
raising. In agriculture, in horticulture,
Knight - Charloc by farmers from Iowa, who have in
UtTmly (irand
la mining, in manufacturing, and in
peotcd the lands and will make their
general business Is great, steady and O'.Mall-- y.
permanent homes there. Each entry
('.tarn t lloi J. II. Floyd,
strenuous and bids fair to continue.
ii for lo acres.
Treasurer I. T. Nolan.
These men have
Naturally our people are thankful.
Financial Secretary Frank Suuit-- s gone to lowa and will bring their
They celebrated Thanksgiving. 19s,
Heeordinii Secre'ary Richard De- - families, live stock and household
snore devoutly and more sincerely
utensils on their return, and will then
vine.
than ever before in their nistory.
Advocaie- - J. A. Papen.
take actuul possession of their claims,
The Season of indigestion.
construct houses and commence farm
Lecturer Adam Melntyre.
The season of indigestion is upon
ing operations.
Each homestead setWarden T. F. Keavenev.
us. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for Infli
tler is allowed ninety days from the
Inner Guard Niebolas PaiPii
Kestiun and Dyspepsia will do everyOilier Guard Manuel Manstanai e. date of his entry in which to make
thing for tha stomach that an overTrustees- -l
W. Condon, .1. F. Tip-io- actual occupation and settlement upon
stomach canloaded or
the act lie has entered.
and II. .1. Hyan.
not do for Itself. Kodol digests whit
PUT IN YOUR GLASS TO KEEP
you eat gives the stomach a rest
For Fine Ebony Tolb t and M milSet.-- at Reasonable I'ric 's, oils OFT
THE COLD. SC:: HUDSON',
relieves sour stomach, belching, bo'irt '
s
Pharmacy.
THE PAINTER.
at Riipp.-'burn, !ndi?estion, e'e

MpNEY

....

Urmia

FOR RENT Furnished restaurant for
rent cheap. 120 West Silver ave-

tOK

presi-return-

i

(nc)

Cbamlcal BuMdlnf,
WANT E

nue.

ina--

-

$100,000
4-

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month tn one rear riven, flood a re
main in your possession. Our rates!
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

7
WANTEli Woman dishwasher at tho
Columbus hotel.
WANiKu Clean rags.
ncli'1
The Cituien office.
VVAN'I'ElJ Edgernutn; long Job and
good wages. J. M. Dennis Lumber
company, Khnades, Ariz.
WAN I ED
Gentlemen s second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. K. J. Sweeney, proprietor

vfipip

TtkiaNONtti
Colorado

AwtomatW 183

NEW

.

NAPOOODS

oa Application

llWtftl

OT

Co.

MEXICO

Capital and Surplus

to Loan
trt iVloney
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

YOU

riifEh rTii.l

inic

fayar by nottfyn tu
win aanfar
of tha paixtr.
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by Currier, 60c permonth

Tiltha

man who fhould be working for you?
man whi would gladly lend you money?
n an fto would like to buy your horse?
man who would buy an Interest in your business?
man who would buy that lot of ground?
man who would buy your old bicycle?

Citizen Want Ads, FurnisH you
with names and addresses
who are
of people
"Neccessary
to Your Prosperity"

lirmt tlorthorn Arirona C'ttulntiaa.
OF SUMCRIPTION:

29. 100:.

f

Uya

Cirtalattaa.
UfrtTlCityUrmtCaanty
Nw Mnic Omrfatle.
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BANK INSTITUTIONS

DO YOU WANT TiiE
NAME AND ADORED

MIGHTY COSTLY FAD

Weekly fry

FRIDAY.
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ADVERTISING

RESULTS
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t
for business me i and
cit
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a mere display but a ilisplay
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The Albuquerque Gas, Electric

RltM

and

Power Co,

B. Iv'TJPlK

VE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

Light

NEXT

TO

BANK

OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railrojtd Are.

At Consistent Prices

let

.1.

C.

HALDRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
BUILDING
PAINT
Always
PAPER
. . Cmemt.
Covers more, looks best, wesrs
,ock
P1"ler.
longsst. most economical, full

(.'HERMAN-WILLIAM-

.

measure.

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, ote.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.

0
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LARGELY WAY WITH
NEW MEXICO MINES

Groundless Litigation Long
Continued Has Strangled
Development.
DELAYS

CANNOT

LAST

190(5

M TTEMT.

BEGIN RIGHT NOW TO SAVE
YOUR MONEY

Buy a Couple of those choice 50 foot lots still
unsold, in the Eastern Addition. Only $10 down,
balance installment of $1.00 per week.

t,

END OF LITIGATION
NOW IN SIGHT.
It will bo remembered that Edwin

Hcartt bad charge of the

National
Cold and Silver Mining company's
property at Stein's Pass, although it
may not be remembered that he accomplished much in the way of developing the property. Something
over a year ago be was succeeded by
IV. fiueuther,
who. after he had corrected many of Mr. llearU's mistakes,
soon had he cfimpany on a producing
ba.-'iMr. Heartt
contended that
'.here was due hlni a large block of
tli eeompany'H stock for services rendered, but the officers of the
claimed they never bad promised him any stock. He commenced
In the Chicago courts against
tile company's stock for services ren-anSecretary Whin for the stock he
'lnlmed. The case has Just been
Tried before Judge Gary. The defendants showed that Mr. Heartt had
never invented a cent in the company, and bad been paid, and liberally paid, for all the work he had
done for tbe company. After listening to the testimony. Judge Gary dismissed the claim. The fact that such
a suit was pending operated greatly
o the detriment of tiie company in
hindering the financiug of some needbe- ed improvements at the mine,
ause people do not like to buy Into a
lawsuit, no matter how certain they
may be of winning the suit. No',
that the suit is out of the way. no
further trouble is expected and the
owrk at the mine will be pushed with
even greater vigor. Secretary Winn
win be out early in the new year, and
with him at the mine, work will be
rushed as it never was before, and.
although it will be necessary for the
good of the property to expend considerable more money, yet it will not
b
long before the mine is on a dividend paving basis. Lordsburg I.ib-ras.

v

com-uan-

d

l.

TEN CENT PIECES
MAY BETRAY HIM
ARRESTED IN TEXAS
8ELIEVED TO BE MAN WHO
LOOTED EXPRESS CAR IN COLORADO WRECK.

MEXICAN

El Paso,
A special dispatch from
oated Dec. 27, s;iys: Louis G. Couuh--ne- r,
"Shorty," ha ing sufficiently
covered from his wounds to leave
he hospital, has been imprisoned by
Rosalia,
Mexican ott'.ciaU at Santa
"harged with complicity with O. K.
Vinaad. lu the murder of Rutherford
ind NcMurray. Four Mexicans have
j'so been arrested on suspicion.
lu the arrest here of Luis (Jon-alethe police lelieve they hac one
if the men who robbed the SauU re
express car in the I .a Junta, Colo.,
reck. Several thousand doilais in
dimes was stolen at the time, and
jonnales had a large quantity of these
in his iiossesion when taken into custody. Others were, found in h'g bed.
and he also had a big roll of bills,
Ahich he had secured by changing
limes at various places about town.
He arrived here Just after the wreck
.ind robbery.
s,

January

1

Ball.

EVENTS

Woodmen of tbe World

January
Elks' Minstrels.
January 4 Kiltie's band.
January 6 Moving pictures.
January 8. 9, XO Qoo. Samuels'
S

Tactions.

At-

-'

Fabio Rotaalne.
Jenoary 12 "Shadows on the Hearth'1
13
"Old Cross Roads."
January
January 15 West's Minstrels.
Murray and Mack.
20
January
January 23 "Hooligan's Troubles."
January 29, 30 Geo. Samuels' Attractions.
January 31 "Ole Oleson."
January

11

"

ALWAYS

An important turning naif was made
this week when the Last Chance
?roup at Pyramid, consisting of the
Last Chance, Clara Sutton, Jami
Thomas and Olivia were sold to the
Aurora, Mines company, of Aurora,
111.
The sale wu conducted by J. I
Wells, who had a bond on It, and J.
W. Greer represented the purchasers.
W. I,. Bradley will
have charge of
this property and expects to com
mence work on it early In the next
year. The Last Chance la one of the
oldest properties in the district, and
has had a lung career of Idleness. It
was worked In the early eighties by
nenient, Maokey, Nesblt.t & Martin,
who took out a great deal of valuable ore which was shipped to various smelters, much to Socorro and
Pueblo and much to Benson. Prices
were high in those days. It cost $20
the
.i ton to get the ore smelted,
freight was $2.fi0 and the labor was
$1 per day.
The mine could not
stand these expenses, and in 1884 was
shut down. The title of the property
finally fell into th hands 6f Asa
one of the partners, and on
his death, passed to the son, who
now passes the title to the Aurora
company. For many years O. K.
Smyth looked after the assessment
work, and about 1888 Bob Williams
thought the assessment work had
not been properly done, and Jumped
it. The matter was taken Into court
decided that
and Judge Henderson
properly done.
the work bad been
Some years late.- there was again
trouble about the assessment work,
which" was then In charge of Frank
Iteno. Mr. Bement thought that it
was cheaper to patent trie property
than to be fighting Jumpers in the
courts, and this was done In the early
nineties. A year later a man came In
from Pyramid bragging about the good
thing he had, and told how he bad
jumped the Last Chance mine. He
was rich for a few hours, and' then
a
he was well guyed for
patented property. A year or so ago
the
Mr. Wells began Investigating
property and was well pleased after
he had pumped It out. He made a
caretul examination and was convinced that with modern treatment,
the property would be a valuable one.
as freight and treatment of Its ore
now coats only $9 per ton. He recently drew the attention of Mr.
Oreer to the property and the sale
resulted.

COMING

PAGE THREE.

IN A FEW YEARS YOU WILL
HAVE A NICE STAKE

You will have to

see us this week to get present prices and term

UBIETY IMM

110 SO.

2nd

STREET

.

these towns

SPORTING...

...BREVITIES
Joo Grim, the human punching bag,
and Hugo Kelly will meet at Grand
KnniilH Homo timn rinrlnir th hollctiivs.
They will fight ten rounds.
W. H. Watklns

of Minneapolis

is

will be abandoned if resting places for the teams can be found
further south In California.
Nelson and MeGovern are to meet,
after all, maybe. The dispatches say
they will post a forfeit of $2,500 next,
week for the match hi the latter part
of March or early In April. There
lias been so much playing to the
grandstand by these little fellows that
fight fans will be wise if they keep
their enthusiasm bottled up until the
forfeit is posted and the articles are
signed.

leading a fight on President O'Brien,
Association, and is
Over in St. Louis they are trying
being seconded by Columbus, Toledo
to ressurect Oliver Patsey Tebeati as
and Indianapolis magnates.
manager for the Cardinals, but as
Wm. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., will race Oliver Patsey has a profitable drink
his steam yacht. Tarantula, again emporium it Is hardly probable that
against Howard Gould's Niagara IV he could be coaxed away from the
over a
course, on Long Island shining mahogany where two bits
Sound, next summer. Each yacht has buys a brace of bumpers that will
twist modest citizens Into temporary
won one race.
millionaires In 30 seconds.
Manager Teuney thinks Boston will
O
put up the strongest Infield in the NaWhile the majority of the magnates
tional League next season. Several are talking about strengtheninn their
other managers are prepared to dis- teams for next season, the Chicago
pute Tenney's contention, and with Nationals are rounding up tbe best
Pffidftvits, if necessary.
players available.
The trading of
0
O'Nell, Casey, Maloney.
McCarthy,
Clay,
the American Association Briggs and Pfeffer for Catcher Mora'n
player secured by the Boston Asso- and Outfielder Sbeckard is regarded
ciation, Is said to be the wolst fielder as one of the best
base ball deals of
that ever reached fast company, but the year, from a Chicago
standpoint.
as lie is a "natural hitter" his shortt
in
comings
he field will be overAn iinkiuwn genius irom tne Interlooked.
ior of West Virginia has solved the
o
that
Mike Kelly, who refuses
to be problem of
been bothering the big fellows of
downed by the national commission, has
This
will buy the Minneapolis club in the base ball for several seasons.
Virginia Idea is as follows:
American Association, and try to give West
"My plan is to do aay with the
the city of flotirmukers a winning curve
team. As a manager Kelly Is one of pitchersball, carry but one or two
and let the. pitcher's value
the very best among the minors.
consist of heart ork, watching the
Three towns, Knoxville. . Chatta- bases and fielding his position propnooga and Mobile, are striving to get erly. If the game lasts too long, cut
the Little Rock franchise in mo to seven or five innings, or employ
Southern League. Little Rock has an extra outfielder." Simple, Isn't it?
been a paying town, but the promoters Those cureless managers who have
grew tired of the troubles connected neglected to hire pitchers who emwith a base ball team and decided to ployed headwork, watched the Ibises
and fielded the ball properly, should
retire from the bulness.
mend their ways. Here is the solution
Eddie Hanlon has said farewelll to of the whole trouble, so let's quit
tbe ring. His beating by Kid Herman worrying and begin playing hall just
convinced bim that bis fighting days as soon as we can hear from West
ar over at least, that's what he says. Virgli.ia where to station 'he extra
The chances are that he will be back fielder.
in atniut three weeks, trying to pick
For Cracxed Hands.
up some easy money In limited round
Rouvh skin &nd cracked hands are
engagement. It's a way prize fightonly
lot
cured by De Witt's Hazel
ers have.
't:!ve, but an oc casiomi! application
Jimmy Manning, probably the best vil! keep the skin soft and smooth.
Men!
second baseman the country ever profor Eczema, Cuts, Herns, Boils,
duced, owns a powder mill near KanTTie genuine
DeWItt's Witch
sas City. He travels most of the time ilaei Salve affords immediate relief
for the concern, and has become a 'i a'i forms of Blind. Bleeding, ltch-flvery successful salesman. There was
and Piotruding Pile. Sold by al
trtiEglsts.
some talk that Manning might sneered Hart at Chicago, but be says
Of course you are S"lng east. Wn,v
his diamond days are over.
not? The ho'iday rates are low. Ask
Besides slngins In a church choir at fiii.t.t Fe Ticket office for full
and owning nn interest in on undertaking establishment In St. Ixniis, Joe
Some Municipal Want.
Qulnn Is the father of nine children.
Senator F. C Howe of Cleveland,
Joe has a profitable business and
takes as much interest almost lu base (., suugesis that a band be organized
tall as be did In the days when he by the municipal employes to give
psed to spear the festive grounder par1: concerts and furnish music for
procession and other public events.
it. tbe vicinity of the second station.
garbage
Helper al
WANTED
The turf war gives promise of bo- plant; gooit salary to man who can
oming; more bitter than ever before. double on tuba.
The Western Jockey Club Is planning
WANTED Twenty pulicemen for
to put In opposition tracks at every night
otk; must be sweil dressers
plont where the American Turf As- on and off.
sociation the Corrigan outfit has a
Stenographer, cornet
WANTED
track. Some of tbe points mentioned player pi ef erred, but can use tromIn the Jockey Club's plans are Denbone plaer.
ver, Fort Erie, Detroit and Cincinnati.
MENAK0W3ME1V.
Base ball on the Pacific roam seems
I'm Ktg u for uimitcural
in iIaiii nutli.tcia.
4i'htrt
to be in a bad way. The long playn.f
Irritation rr
V
t ,lflWM.
ing season, the Indifference of the PtAb
(
iM
uucivsLit ueiuLrao.
r lag
rr
B" Mtrib
PiiiIm,
funs and the salaries paid are lue p-chief causes responsible for the com- v- - ic.iii,( ifTj Wlal b
plaint of the western magnates. At
or md1 e plain rtpr
tf txpraftl. pretti. fuf
Tucoma, Spokane, Seattle and PortAl ml. uri
1.
land tbe feeling Is strong that a!!
wa

MOST ANYTHING

E RtWE'ST

There can be no objection to Tom
Lawson writing for a living if he does
go broke, but something should be
done If he tries to go on the lecturo
platform.
"V'esi sir, he is a man

IMPORTERS

Fine Wines,
SPECIAL

AGENTS FOR

Val Blatz's Milwaukee Beers
Mail orders have prompt attention. Call or
write us.

A

Knight of the Grip.

West Silver Ave.,

116

Secretary Shaw Is again demanding
Everybody's
more elastic currency.
with him. People want more currency, elastic or otherwise.
"Say, paw, I wish you'd spell this
word for me"
"No, Willie. Go to the dictionary.
Always look 'up tbe words you can't

Albuquerque, N. M.

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES

For the reason that we can guarantee all

spell and you'll remember them forever. If I tell you, you'll forget in five
minutes."
'Say, pa-."Yes, Willie."
"If I don't know ho to spe, it ho.v
can fi.-i-j it iu the diet onar ?"

glanei prescribe! by at.

B obb 3 r Op tic 3 ! Co.

"

ID

Member of Board 'of Optometry
Examiner!.

VJVK!"

1

Things Doing In Kansas.
The Burdett ladles donated from
three to six hens apiece toward the
palming of the p'irs- n .::e. Fourteen
dollars was sei ured 'ruin the sale of
tbe henB. and the
'(inane will soon
have a brighter i v'arance, for it is
being painted teda.
Tbe followit,.; item was received
yesterday afte: having lain in the
post of flee for a week:
"Miss Anna
Sieverllr.g left aturday for Kansas
City, where she will visit for some
time. H"r brother Henry preceded
her some three weeks ago." l.arned
(Kas.) Tiller and Toiler.

c.
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WHEN YOU SKOOT
' Jf You want t HIT wtial yuu arc airtniiic at
pv?y j
bell b.rti, bea.l or turret. Mnke
by tttoot.ric t'iC SJhVKNV
c
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THE PINNACLE OF HUMAN SKILL
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J. Stevens Arms

& Tool Co.,
ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

P. O. Box 40
MASS., 0. S. JL
CHICOPEK

svi:nKr

o

I know

bri.!"

a ruan
for two years."

who

CO.

rI,f,.

NOTICE.

'r.
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In
o

Wyruer, of Peanoay, Kan.
Albuquerque with a car loa4
Jersey cows in fen days.

C.

ood
lkn t buv a cow lefore you oe
The cow
ill be rlRht.
'What's jour ground for r'.a.mini; Prices
lij be the stroUR-- st
man in town'.'"
"I i.uce swung an Indian club for

nine I ours."
"No B'"1

carriages,

raise the pinnacle elevate tbe standardand even then our vehicles 1U
bo found at the top. Taeyre not so
hiKh In prices, though, as t
bo out
of tbe reach of tiiost vehicle users.
Let us quote you figures.

"Ye."

"I don't see how you can kno she
bas a new coat and bat. I can't s e
tit her one from here."
'Neither can 1. But I know her
car and caii't you se fche is

reached la our

nd spring wagons. The only
wa ythey can ever be better Is to
bui-'Ki-

Letting Everybody See.
"There goes Mrs. Shoofer in her
car. She has a new automobile coat
and a nt bat." said Mrs. Longhead.
"You mean In that car two blocks
away?"

,

(JMi

SUPPLIES

L-..

FA MIL Y TRADE SOLICITED

,

eul

and Cigars

5

Straight Kentucky Whiskies a
Specialty

40-m-

Clriui4r

L

HO-

u

MBERS OF

that has tbe

courage of bis convictions."
"I don't understand you."
"Don't ou? Well, he's been found
guilty three times, but lei retains his
seat In the United States senate."

of the American

IWi

0

JOSEPH

theui.;v

Subscribe for The Citizen and
the news.

can

The St. Elmo

A

4

BaRNETT,

2U WSt

KAilfOad

Prop'r.
Avenue

O O Vo
Finest Whiskh
Wines, Brandies.L.
O

;
J

AND

CLUB ROOM 3

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News
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Prosperity
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W$es.

n,

Modern Methods makes an interesting hnniuiary
wen- 4 S
.s bowing that hours of work per week in
per cent less than in 18!Ht, using the average tor tiie
Wages per
0
decade as basis of calculation.
nour have Increased, using (he s;inie basis. 19.1 per emit
Weekly earnings per employe have gone up
over 1894.
from 97.7 per cent of the base average In 1834 to 112.2
The
per cent In 1904, or an Increase of 14.5 per cent.
sum total of weekly wages of all employes was, in IStiM.
49.1 per cent greater, using the same basis, than they
were in 1894.
"Here we have," says Modern Methods,
one aide bf the question of prosperity's results for labor
more employment, reduced hours of toll, and larger earnThe author
ings for the laborer for the hour or week."
of the article, Jl. A. Wet tot, also concedes that these
ImproTements have been greatest where labor unions
are the atrongesU The Oitiren uses the term "concedes"
because the author In another part of the same article
says that "organizd labor cannot flatter itself that It has
worked to its material advantage in forcing up tue price
of labor."
But there Is yet another Bide to the question, and
that is the condition, of "real wages," as indicated by
This aspect of the
the purchasing power of money.
case the bureau bulletin also largely presents In a series
of tables. "It would appear from this table," says
Modern Methods, "that so far as actual earnings per
hour or weekly earnings per employe are concerned, the
position of the wage earner is no better than it wa. in
1896, for example, before the advent of prosperity.
Hourly wages, for Illustration, are much higher, over IV
per cent higher In 1904 than In 18, but the cowt of food
has risen about to an equal extent and the present higher
earnings per hour go no further than the lower earnings
of the 'hard times.'
The purchasing power last year
If we take iue
104.4.
was 104.7 and in 189
weekly earnings per employe, tho purchasing power of
ihe workingman has been reduced, being now 100.4 per
Ho does not work
cent against 104.2 per cent in 1890.
so many hours each, week as ho (lid then, but his earnings are much improved; still the rise in prices has more
than overcome the advantage.
"In one particular only has there been a distinct imEmnloymeut Is much more general, and
provement.
thousands who could not get work at all ten years ago,
now have it in abundance.
Prosperity lias thus been
a great thing for surplus labor; but not for those who
had work In the hard lines, and those who had work,
Hut.
of course, Include the vast majority of the people.
there has been no material improvement in the power to
acquire wealth.
The advance in wages has been offset
hy the advance in what the workman must buy to sustain himself.
"It is further noticeable that the occupations chosen
for the above comparisons are those in which labor
iinionlHin Is strongest; and hence those, wo must
in which the wage increase has been greatest.
Again, the commodities chosen are generally staple aim
tost subject of all to manipulations or the ordinary price
Accordingly the whole Inquiry
crontrol of combinations.
of the bureau regarding wages ami prices has been
turned in directions calculated to present prosperity on
its best side in relation to the masses of the people.
"Suppose the inquiry were to extend into the employments where combinations to, force up wages have
little place or power; and into commodities which have
been most, subject to the control of trusts?
It vould
there be found, without much of any question, that real
wages, or wages in relation to purchasing power have
suffered a material decline."
-

J890-19O-

"What constitutes a cultivated personality
asks
on" render of ihe Chicago American; and nnother: "What
Is it that uplifts character and beautifies conduct T" Tho
answer lo both questions can be found in Ihe advice
Huddlia gave to his pupils 5oi) years before Christ was
born: "Do nothing t aiiother that you would not have
done lo yon," and by Christ's improved rendition of the
motto; "Do unto others as you would that tuey should
do to you."
There Is no higher phase of culture, and
there Is nothing which beautifies conduct and character
like the practical and perpetual use of the O'olden Rule
In daily life.
Tho majority of people regard the keeping of the Ten
Commandments as a literal fulfillment of that rule's obligations; but one who comprehends Its entire meaning
realizes that it applies to every trivial net of dully life
The loud,
and necessitates cul'tire as well ns morality.
Jarring voice, the uncontrolled temper, the neglect of
bodily clennliness and disregard of dress ail these things
break tho Golden Rule?, because they are not what we
would wish others to do; therefore4 we have no right te
do them.
A "cultivated personality" includes cleanliness, neatness, a certain conformation to fie customs of the day,
or of art, In dress; a well modulated voice, an attentive
manner In listening to others, a well poised body, a direct
and easy carriage und walk and a plea sunt, agreeable
expression of countenance.
The haughty, disdainful and
cold demeauor Is Incompatible? with culture.
Only the
with an outward veneer of polish, "puts on
airs."

Odd Congress.

are accustomed to speak of the long and the
short sessions of congress, and to anticipate that much
We

,

more will be accomplished in the first session, which
begins in December in
years, as is the
case with the session which has Just begun, says Youth s
Companion.
Hut it Is not usually recognized that the
congress Is more profirst session of the
ductive of legislation than the corresponding session of
congresses the present congress, it wl.i
ho remembered, is the
and is
There are two reasons for this.
Two years ago the
presidential election was pending.
Two years hence
another national canvass will be in prospect.
At such
times both parties are timid, and risk as little as possible.
Moreover, the house elected on the some day that
the presidential electors are chosen, is usually of the
wrao political party 03 the administration.
That elected
midway in the term is often carried by the opposition.
If, for example, the democrats should carry the house
next November, the present session would prove the
only one of this administration In which the republicans
could huve complete power, except for the short session
lalnnlng a month after that political overturn bad taken
place.
It therefore happens that in many an administration
eougress has passed, in the session corresponding to the
present oue. most of the Important measures which
that administration.
In any event, therefore,
ihis is Hie most favorable opportunity for constructive
measures that will come between March 4th of tne years
of 1905 and 1909.
ed

even-number-

fifty-nint-

Orve

This

From The Financial Review.

tlu-m-

Albuquerque has entertained tliiee
the teachers of the territory, the county school
superintendents, and the
league.
During tne
stay of these visitors the weather has been unusually
severe, not only in this city but throughout the territory.
However, the visitors have seemed to enjoy themselves,
and their visit has certainly been of bene fit to tne city.
There seems to be no doubt that the bankers of
will soon form an assocatlon, now nme-talked
if. and that Its first session wijl be held here. The fact
is that with a very little well directed e ffort Albuquerque
can bo made the convention city of the territory.
Its
le. Us accommodations, its climate, its liberality, and
It central location combine to furnish arguments tor
holding all territorial conventions at this place, which
no other town in New Mexico can qnal .., weaken.
cu-veutlo-

anti-salo-

New-Mexic-

of the railway tnllea.',. (,f die ('tilled
is controlled by six groups of owners, and ihe
six groups operate in harmony.
WJien such conditions
exist it is idle to talk of competition's resiraiulng
There Is no competition, and it is necessary for
Nine-tent-

Slates

inl',11-enc-

the uation lo sup In and regulate effectively ihe service
furnished by the roads and the payment which they
Miiall. receive for ii.
Tho voice of the iniersiau. commerce law conveutlon will be the voice of a very large
majority of ihe people of the country.
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Kven a melody

handled,

making piano will

if roughly

the Chickering Bros., Bush ft Lane, Starr,

Vieter and Ellington.

They're made to wear a

forth a "concourses of

pleasing, too.

As we sell

1

sweet

sounds."

will
Rloii-mond-

well

,

as

ee

They're

hem, evert the buyer's purso smiles.

we buy for cash

Kerm.-mlii--
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with ordinary nsane, any of these instruments

but

last a lifetime

to glve

lose..

that is why we can please yon.

us before yon buv.
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PERSONAL.

Constable James II. Smith return- 0
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
Established in 1900.
206 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
ed from Chicago this morning, where
he has been on business. When Mr.
arrived at his office this mornini? he found' si
I'lirUtmnu
awaiting him the-rIn the shape of a1
costly gold headed cane. On the'
NEW
LINE OF PICTURE
shining
was inscribed:
"Pre-- i
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC- sented to .lumes H
Smith h liial f TURES FRAMED BEFORE THE f
.
Judge Craig. Christmas, 1905." T HOLIDAY RUSH. C. A. HUD- T SON, NO. 118 NORTH SECOND '
Uf ALL MINUS
Two Funerals This Morning.
STREET.
K.iim :! Kodaks and Photographic Supplier.
The funeral of Tranquilino ArmiJo
was held at 8:30 o'clock this morning,
Pine Stationery. Huyler'g& Lowney's Candh-s- ,
from the Immaculate
Conception '
We do priming and Developinit for Amateurs.
Catholic church. A large number of
relatives were in attemlance. The reOPERA
mains were Interred In Santa BarOUSE
bara cemetery.
At 10:30 o'clock this morning oc.
fine vuev n a
BARNETT BUILDING.
Dec.
Tics! nfeiLKUAU AVENUE.
curred the funeral of Mrs. Anna Blake
IB
With, from the church of Immaculate
Conception. Many friends and rela.
r'
CKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOOOOej
Eyhg-ytives attended the sad obsequies and
rj
laid beautiful flowers iipon the cas
IF YOU ARE "ON THE
Co.
Tbe
ket. The remains wero laid to rest
FENCE"
In Santa Barbara cemetery,
as lo the-- HiiieJke question dissatisfied
PRESENTS
with the cigars you've been buying, or
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
with their price if their quality suited
you make Just one move:
Invest
8 cans of Sardines
2Gc
Just one nickel In WHITE LILY nnd
2 lbi. Newton Creamery butter. . .!ifc
your mind will be made up in less
2 pkgs. Cold Water Starch
15c
than five minutes that that is tbe
3 bottles of Chow Chow
2f.c
cigar for you and your "daily expense
We will receive a choice lot of
account." You caii buy the WHITE
dressed turkeys, gee-sand ducks, for
LILY by the box of fifty for 2.0'i. A
this sale.
Wagner's grand story of the Orall
few pufTs will make you want more.
.Kit12lc grade of Tomatoes
Spear
Legions and the
12Vjc grade of
10c
handed down from the time of
California Canned Plum
12Vc
The Mystical Drama of
113'a WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
California Cunni-- Grapes
12c Christ.
the Dark Ages.
We- - are making very low prices on
KXXXOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXOOC
t
iron heating stoves and two
In
Costumes
hole cast laundry stoves.
(ic
Arm and Hummer baking Soda
F0R CHR,STMAS COOKING.
Colors.
3 pkgs. Seede-2.jC
Raisins
1 lb.
of Walter baker's Cocoa... .4jC
Tbe nnPst flour ,8 aB absolute
i!fTTcSer
Extra Features:
1 lb. of Walter
baker's Chocolate, ,.c
essential, especially for cakes
LQA2!si&S
'vVi'Sfe
BATTLE OF YALU
.
Se;e us for tents und flies nnd all
The "Empress"
anJ Pa8t'y.
The Realistic War Scene.
tent, supplies.
llr-r- f
brand is a flour that never yet 4
jK.
THE MAZE,
ESCAPED LUNATIC,
has l)een surPas8ed 'n any Paf- - ?
.THE
in
vrti jfiirT'IE iyj"M
Wm. Kieke, Proprietor.
CHICKEN THIEF, ETC.
tlcular. Its flavor la fine and
liCTvM'iP VissL. fj
'''
delicate. It has fine body, and
The Great Comedy Hits.
11
OUR TELEPHONE IS AUTOMAT-IA 5swAy
fu,l ot those nutritious quali- On
25c, 50c, and 75o.
Prices:
320.
CROWN STUDIO.
ties so desirable In a family
Sale at Matson's Book Store.
Cltlcen want ads get tne buslnea.
frie-nd-

tttttlttltlt
ELKS'
Friday,

O. A. MATSON & COMPANY
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Would you look at one of the grandest
ol
It is spread out In a panorama for
the holiday lime?
you and it is l
at lis best when elusk Is falling and
the lights are- glowfng in a thousand thousand homes.
The-scare- the little gatherings
homo folks, neighbors, relative's.
Here is a room filled with laughing
childrejn, witli muids and matrons, with Riaybearls, and
In the corner hy the grate is a patriarch, his
crowned with snow, surrounde-by little
ones who beg:
"Grandpa, just ouo more story about when you
a
lit ill! boy."
It Is fine ihere.
There is warmth and
Tho hand clasps are strong and the laughte r
honest.
Makes you think of
Here's music.
A girl is playing and young voices sing not only the notes
i.efoie them, ,,u the Joy of living.
The-reHere's unoiher little heune.
is holly in ihe
window and u boy with crutches watches the gatln-ringloom.
You wonder if ho is happy.
Are folks good to
him?
Dues he cry?'
O, thank
Will ho ever be well?
Cod. I'e.r health and strength, and as you turn away, the
curtain falls, hut mt until you seo tho sheltering arm
or a weinan with a Madonna face, adjusting the pitiful
crutche s.
Tho world is growing kind.
It Is discovering
that it is good to serve and that human love Is the
greateut nift that ever came to humanity.
Those. little gatherings are the expression of that
human hive-They are the logic of life, tho excuse for
They show how happy we can be when we
exia'ence.
try.
Somehow the geilelon words of Robt. Louis Sieven-se.- n
doubly strong at this time.
Read them: "tio
kun; as wo lovo we serve; so long as we are loved by
others I would almost say that we are Indispensable;
and no iiihji U useless while be has a friend."
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School Books and Supplies

he-a-

Love Whilst Life

Word Wrong.

wet k

Bad-arac-

we-r-

w

The other day n woman and a little girl of five or
thereabouts entered a street car and seated themselves,
as chance would have it, beside a frle'iul.
The women
greeted each other cordially and started a brisk conver
sation uik)U the trials and troubles ef the mother of ihe
child, and finally turned upon the Invalidism of die child
herself.
The little one, only too pleased to bu the subject of conversation, snuggled up close to her mother
that she might not lose a single word of the conversation.
One by one the attention of the earful of peejple wus
drawn to
When the woman and child leit the car
every one Knew tho pitiful story of Ihe little girl and
spent a year on medical advice
the amount of mone-end medicine for her, and the fact that the physicians
lie any heller.
theiusht slle would
Now just stop a minute and think what a conversation of that kind means.
Aside from the fact that
allowing a child to hear unhealthy talk lowers her vitality, making it, therefore, much more difficult, for her to
respond to treatment, that sort of talk is not interesting
to anyone but tho speaker unless the listener is morbid
Judging from the dress and speech
minded as well.
of the woman, she should have known better than 10 nir
her troubles and cares In a car or anywliere else in public.
It is not that her voice wus loud, but it
well
placed, and the tones carried distinctly to every part
of the car.
Let this be a warning to any oue who is in
woes.
the habit of dwelling upon
In the
first place, as I said before, nobody wants to hear them,
and there may be a few peiople nearby who are trying to
look upon tho cheerful side of life, who, unless they can
iHlk health or say nice, kind things of others, will keep
quiet.
You are injuring them with your Bloomy and
weakening thoughts.
Let mo give you an instance of this truth. A friend
of mine who lives aleino with her father, a man well
advanced in years, asked me to dine with them to try
and help her cheer him up, he seemed so
and feeble.
She said: . '1' try to entertain him every
evening by remembering various events and occurrences
of the day, but lie soon grows tired and retires euiiy."
I
dined with them, and as was the; .custom, my Iriend
bits of gossip, accidents, illness and criticisms
ol friends that fairly took my appetite away.
No wonder the old man
carlly.
With a little tact the
conversation was changed and we touched only on the
good of life, cheerfulness and joyousness, and It was
beautiful to see his face Hkht up and lo hear him laugh
liko a boy over the funny Incidents recited.
His eyes
regained their old luster and the wrinkle's appeared to
be e'ntlrely smoothed away.
My friends, we all have a desire
down in our
hearts to be ef use to others, and we all have tne powe-- i
to exercise in that direction.
You do not need pouiltuu.
Influence, or money Just kind thoughts,
thoughts and eheeifulness.
It is worth trying, for the
very fact that you are using that power for others, the
effect of It upon those arouud you, will lighten your
burdens a thousandfold and bring out In you, never to
be lost sight of again, all that Is geiod, attractive and
lovable.

with Ihe
Summer Garden, a saloon located on tho Mountain Iload, has been
arrested for selling liquor to a minor.
The warrant was served on him yesterday, nnd herein lies an Interesting
tale. Ftiur boys ure tho Important,
acteirs and the-ijwrformance took
place on Christmas day. The parents
of the youngsters have formevl the
opinion that, em this particular occasion, their sons
bad actors, hut
concentrate their adverse criticism,
for the most part, em Ira Illtte-r- . who
they think is largely to blame for
what happened. It might be said
right here that something shocking
did happen, for not long after an alleged visit by the boys to the bada-racc- o
saloon, there were three badly
Intoxicated lads and another who felt
pretty good.
When James boylan, Clarke Phillips, Marian Dye and Charles Cobb,
all 14 years old, met on Christmas day,
they decided to play a Joke on mama,
boy-likIt occurred lo them that if
some whisky could be procured,
enough could bo drank to Induce
mother to think they were drunk.
Over to badaracco's Summer Garden
A collection
nil hied.
was taken
among themselves f.nd young Boylan
selected to buv the booze. It is alleged that boylan entered the saloon
and askoel the bartender for a quart
of whisky and that tho bartender
called Ritter over and had him wait
on Boylan. it is further claimee! that
Ritter sold Iloylan a quart of whisky,
boylan drank n little of the liquor,
one of the fathers of the lads Informed an Evening Citizen reporter, but
not to tho extent that the other three
tile!, for, he claims, they got pretty
well under its influe-nce- .
The parents
of the boys became acquainted with
the condition of their sons and the arrest of Ritter followed.
It
the attention of Justice
of the Peace Chaves in Old Albuquerque this afternoon. Ritter denied the
charge and a warm hearing emtued.
r
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Happy

BEFORE JUSTICE CHAVES

Ira Hitter, connected

o

Is Still Glowing

Tiie telegraph editor of The Citizen slipped a mental
cog yesterday and In one of his headlines wrote ".Mutual
Benefit Life," when iho telegram very plainly said
"Mutual Reserve Ufe."
Of course W. J. Cardwell, the
general agent for the Mutual benefit Life, wus around
dark and early this morning, to learn what his. old Kentucky friends meant by handing him out such a bouquet.
it Is not surprising that Mr. Cardwell seriously objects to having his'company confounded and contaminated with the Mutual Reserve which wus yesterday being
investigated by the New York legislative committee.
The Mutual benefit company has l en but one before
the committee.
Mr. Hughes usked but mie question,
and that was whether the expenses of the company were
about 25 per cent of Income, us with other companies
under investigation.
When the actuary iiii.sviv, thai
the company's expenses were only IS per cent f iud.m,..
Mr. Hughes at once dismissed him, and has never since
recalled the company.

HEARING
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Guard Your Tongue
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con-elud- e,

Ira Rittcr Arrested For
Selling the Booze.

vtilg-irlan-

In Public Places

M

Did It For a Christmas Lark.
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late bulletin by the laAior Uuivati at
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ON QUART OF WHISKEY

From The Financial Review.

Business Manager

DECEMBER 29, 1905.

BOYS GOT DRUNK

Cul-

tivated Personality

W. T. McCREIGHT

President
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Jewelry

he-a-

Silverware

,',c&v
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t'f,m

we-r-

siue-e-tii-

Reliable in quality and moderate in ;,ilns. As our s,jock is
teo varied to enumerate, we would lm pleased to have you ca
goods and to assist y.i in rnVi!i i selection.
and inspect

LOW PRICES
FURNITURE,

-

--

CROCKERY,
AND

rUF,E
(

MORRKS, Jeweler

STOVES

RANSES

Borraciaile

&l

Co
Bad Weather

205 RAILROAD AVE.
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HAVE
IN YOUR

YOU
HOME?
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you to order groceries;

vi

Kaio d t is: k w k r,
Santa F"e Restaurant

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENT6.
Service a la carte. Day and NlghL Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME

I'nder

SEASON.
Savoy Hotel, opposite Patenger ll.vtel
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

0
0

TKLE-I'HOX-

Enable
call th physl-iaa; perform social duties, etc. Rate
'rom five cents per .i.iv up Let u
:ell you about it.

se-e-

The Boomerang Throwers.
booth Taikington has among the curios in his airy
New York apartments a boomerang. A magazine editor
said of this odd'weapon tho other day:
i do not believe that a native can handle a booni-eimi- g
so that it will return to tho precis.- - spot it started
from."
"I
it,'' bail) Mr. Taikington. "Why, a magazine wriitr can do the very same thing with lis munu-se:ri- it
if he eiie lorfes u stamped
NVw York
Tribune.

"

EASY PAYMENTS

-

ICNGRAVING

-

C$l.'

t

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room 18 N. T. ArmiJo

0
0
0

Building.
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SUBSCRIBE FCR THE CITIZEN IF

0

YOU WANT THE JCEWS

0

FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

ALHUQUEKOUE EVENING CITIZEN.

29, 1905.

The Citizen's New Year's Edition Will Be a Handsome
Souvenir to Send East.
Place Orders Today

GRAND CONCERT
LAST

EVENING

at the Elks

Given

Opera MORE

House for Benefit of Associated Charitiess.
MISS

BREMEN'S

The program in detail and as rendered,' follows:
1.
Trio March Funebre. . .Svendsen
Ida Ashurst Bremen, It. W. Had- 'den, J. A. Blondin.
K Major, for Violin and
2. Sonata
Grieg
Piano (opus 8)
K. V. Hadden, Ida Ashurst Bremen.
Vocal Solo "Merrily I Roam"
Sehloifturth
(Zigeunerleben)
Ada Campfleld.
R.
Obligato,
W.
Violin
Hadden.
Accompanist, Miss Chestnut.
4.
Piano Soli
a) Praeludium B Flat, Mendelssohn
(b) Intermezzo ( Minor. ... Brahms
(cl Aus I)em Volkbleben. (opus
191
Grieg
Ida Asburst Bremen.
5.
Jadassohn
Trio (opus 1)
Ida Ashurst Breny n. It. W. Haddou.

.1.

A. Blondin.

Soli-- fa)

IS

UNDER
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Raisers Are Happy.
SHtEP

RAISERS

FUR

Lodgers During Night.
APPARENTLY

RESULTS

A GOOD

IATCH

A

OF CAR) RtSPONSIBLE

DEARTH

The police arrested George Murray
early last evening anti are of the opinion that lu the prisoner they have
another sneak thetf of some consequence.
Murray, it Is claimed, has
been in the habli of sneaking into
rooming houses after dark, and locating a bod which did not appear to "lie
working," nestle himself beneath the
warm blankets and enjoy a free nap.
This Is not all the gall manifested by
Murray, for. if reports are authentic,
he usually arose before the rest of
the household In the morning, and
he'iied himself to cash in the pockets
of other lodgers.
Walter Riggs, who Is employed at
the plant of the American Lumber
company, informs the isjlice (hat he
is one of Murray's victims.
Kiggs
has been stopping at Myers" lodging
house ncRr the mill. He claims that
lust Tuesday evening when he and a
companion entered their room they
found Murray occupying a bed which
he lnd no rght to be using. The men
hung the'r clothes on the head of another lC( find slept together. In the
morning they awoke to find that Murray had disappeared. They also discovered lhat their trousers pockets
had been rifled of w hat cash they contained, amounting to several dollars.
It Is stated that Murray has operated
in a similar manner at other rooming
houses.

."It's queer. Isn't It. thai Albuquerque, the hub of one of the greatest
coal producing districts of the country, should be utterly without enough
fuel to keep warm with?" queried a
broad minded man this morning.
"We're burning wood up our way,
as a necessity," continued the deep
thinker, "and going to bed early, because the wood supply Is getting low."
"It's very strange, Indeed, tnat with
the Clarkvllle and Gibson mines of
McKinley county ISO miles to the
west, the Cerrillos and Madrid mines
loss than sixty miles to the north,
and the San Antonio mines loo miles
to the south, that we should be
here In the dead of winter
with a scarcity of coal. Its a shame!
It's preposterous! " exclaimed the man
who had no coal.
"1 was down to the Clarkvllle yards
this morning, and the clerk Informed
mo that a car that came In during the
night only partially cleaned up the
congested order book. But I was asked to bo patient, the Santa Fo had
promised to deliver a couple more
cars tonight."
"Down at the Cerrillos yards, the
greeting was equally as chilly. Tne
dork tliere Informed me that he had
no soft coal, but expected a car in
tonight. At least he said that the railroad had promised to bring a car
down from Cerrillos, but he also said
that he had orders ahead for a couple
of cars, bo I ordered a load of wood.
PERSONAL.
I tell you that it's no fun carrying
This morning Joe Sheridan placed wood with snow on it," Keeling satison exhibition his famous fighting bad- fied that he had covered the coal sitger at the clothing store of. Simon uation thoroughly, the man who had
Slern. It can he seen in tho big to burn wood, hailed a street car and
got aboard, saying that he belelved
front window of the store.
"i.ow to dispose of the members that he had better get home and get
membership some of that wood iu the house beon
delinquent
their
dues," will be one of the Important hind the stove before the snow, which
things dkicurtsod at the meeting of was then coming down fast, had it enBar association, tirely covered up.
the New MeIe(
Telephone messages from the coal
which was called for January 8 at the
capiiol building at Santa- Fe. Tne yards at noon showed that there was
over
bar association Is not the only one no change In the coal situation
yesterday. The Cerrillos yards were
that has a kick against the lawyers. clear
out of soft coal, but they came
with the same old story, "We
THE WOODMEN BALI-- , LATEST back
lots of hard and we have a
MUSIC. BEST ORCHESTRA. FIN- have
of a couple of cars tonight."
EST APPOINTMENTS. LET'S ALL promise
One car was received at tho ClarkGO. TICKETS 11.00.
vllle yards last night, and about 200
homes were made bright, add happy
today, but the accumulation of orders
Good Things to Eat
of the past few days were only about
- o m - rr-- :
half filled. John S. Beaven, manager
of the Clarkvllle yards, who went to
New Year's Dinner Gallup on Wednesday, to see if he
could hurry up the delivery of some
pfll'a lw hn! on tli rutil rctllrntiil to
TURKEYS
!
GEESE
the city last night, somewhat encour-- j
DUCKS
aged. The Santa Ke claims that a
great, dearth of cars, which exists all
SPRING CHICKENS
HENS
over t he road, la responsible for the
Strawberries. . Fresh Tomatoes,
coal famine In Albuquerque. Why this
Lettuce, Celery, Green Beans,
dearth of coal cars, nobody, even the
Cauliflower, Wax Beans, Sweet
railroad man, seems to know. HowPotatoes.
ever, it is quite evident that somePINEAPPLES
thing Is wrong, or else we wouldn't If
ORANGES
out of coal.
GRAPES
The situation Is a good deal like
GRAPE FRUIT
the old adage, "Water, water, everyBANANAS
where, and not a drop to drink," only
APPLES
it's coal that's wanted and, not water.

snow-- '
Albuquerque, cov-

And once more the "beautiful

has descended uion
ering this part of the country with a
mantle of white, probably an inch in
depth.
The old saying that "It's an 111 wind
that blows nobody good," is exemplified In the several snow falls that
have visited this section of the country lately, and that there are two sides
to the question of Its good or ill effects Is evident from the following
Interviews:
The farmers throughout the valley
are rejoicing at tho plentiful fall of
snow this winter. Enough has fallen
aleardy, they claim, to inwire an ample water supply for ine coming
spring.
A. L. Megargan. a proscrous farmer from the Rio Grande valley, who
was a visitor In Albuquerque today,
In speaking of the matter said:
"The amount of snow that has already fallen insures the valley a plenfor next
tiful supply of moisture
spring, whether it rains or not. I, for
one, don't believe that we can have
too much snow, as all that falls Is
absorbed by the earth, moistening It
to such an extent that next spring,
when the thaw takes place, the ground
will be In fine shape for the plant ins
of all kinds of grain, vegetables, etc.
The water holes, rivers and artificial
ponds are chock full of water now,
and I predict that next year will be
a record breaker as far as. crops and
fruits are concerned. Of course, the
sheep men are worried, as the snow
covers up the grass and they fear
starvation for many of their flocks,
hut. we farmers are in high spirits
over the abundant fall ot tain ancj
snow."
A prominent sheep man of this city,
requesting that his name be withhold,
gave out the following statement:
"D
the snow," he began. "One
more heavy fall of the stutT and sheep
men of New Mexico will suffer heavily thereby. Already wo are on nettles, our teeth on edge, for should the
snow fall heavily enough (o cover up
the feed hundreds of our sheep will
starve to death. Especially are the"
sheep men west, of Magdalena and
Grants very much worried, and those
east of here in the mountains also. If
the sheep had not been In the finest
possible condition, and therefore able
to withstand some loss of feed, reports of deaths from cold and starvation would have been coming In already as a result of the snows that
we have had. A four inch fall of
snow In Albuquerque means a foot in
the mountains, so you see one more
heavy snow and we are bound to suffer losses. Things are looking awfully
blue for the sheep men.''
And thus Is it exemplified that what
Is one man's gain is the other man's

har-rass-
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DATES
FIGS, Etc.
Smoked Beef, Smoked Sausage,

"PARSIFAL" TO BE PRODUCED

Weiner Sausage, Cervelat Sausage, Brookfield Farm Sausage,
Imported Swiss Cheese, Imported Limburger Cheese, Sierro
Cheese, Camembert Cheese, Roquefort Cheese, Etc.
SHELLFRESH" OYSTERS
NUTS, RAISINS, ETC.
Our store will be closed Monday
all day. Place your orders Saturday.

AT ELKS' OPERA HOUSE TONIGHT

Tonight at Elks opera house the
Scenic company, with their
mammoth moving picture machine,
will reproduce Warner's great mystical drama of the middle ages, just
as the play was presented 500 consecutive nights at. the Metropolitan
theater iu New York. The films, over
col3.000. foot lonn, are artistically
ored in faithful representation of the
different colored costumes, gorgeous
scenery, etc., used In the play, and
the subject is one of tlie greatest
features ever put before the public.
In addition to the above, the company will also produce that
film, the "Chicken Thief,"
as an added attraction, and will pree
war
sent tho great
scene, "The Battle of the Valu." The
advance sale of tickets has been quite
heavy and tne attraction gives promise of being one of the best in its
line ever booked at the local opera
house. Prices, 25c, ."iOc an 1 75c.
Hairy

THE

JAFFA GROCERY CO.

. .

(b) Serenade
Piano Soli

.Godard
Pierne

1--

Reductions
I

ACTUAL

c.
G

o
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AT OUR STORE

We

Mac-pherst-
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!

e

Special Prices
On the Following
Refrigerator

$12
....$9
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stovee... .$6.75
$8 China Tea Seta
40c China 8alad Bowls
...25o
Decorated1 Haviland China, at 20

....$

per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry 8et
39o Glass Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$1 6 team Cereal Cookers
50c Steam Egg Poachers
$12.50 Buggy Harness

,..25o
...20c

00CM

004

0

Auto pho

T
South

Electrical

Phone Your

Troubles

SysElec-

to

Us

OPEN EVENINGS
Telephone:
Automatic, 4u.

216 South Second SL
MEX.
ALBUQUERQUE,

ALVA ffADO

PHARMACY
Bota Phone.

Oold Are.

0xr00OfO0C0OI
MISSION FURNITURE it
Latest

Dttslguti

Just Received, fnm,

s

SHOP OF THE CRAFTERS

& EAKIN

Ladies' Desks and Chairs. Customers' Plate Racks, Hook Racks, Hat
t
Racks, Hall Treea, Library and riirlor Stand Tables, Medicine
and Rockers.
Cab-inott-

199.

t
t

The RlicBrian Furniture Go.
0.

I

W.

Strong's Sons

STRONG BLOCK.

Kalrrlew
Superintendent
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

Call

nri

0
4
0
A

MONUMENTS.
2ul 211 N. Second St.. Both Phones.

and see me at the store until January 2nd.

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

Carries

FJX

only

New Mexico's Leading Jeweler

koC'0cc

k

i

i

the

United

mail;

no with a chiume of stock en

route; wood rigs, horses and drivers;
rli leaves Albuquerque, every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
panic ulars, address W. L. Trimble
Co.. agents, Albuueriue, N. M., or J.
J II. BLOCK, Proprietor. Perea. N. M.
Subscribe for Tit Evening Cltijen
6
sdj get the news.
,

0
0

0

Machine

Works

HALL, Proprietor
R.
Iron and DrMs (.'sitings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; Shaftlar
Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns sod Iron front tot
Buildings.
Inory m tpoelslty
Repair on Mining ana IH A- Kouudry east side of railroad track.
Albuqutrqut, H

S00C0OaKt)Ot000

STAGE LINE

States

Foundry and

Albuquerque

UNDERTAKERS

offer my home, Corner of Edith Street and

ao'oao00c

SecT.

E

Fixtures and Wiring. Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm
tems; Laboratory Tests and Experiments; Transmission and
tric Traction Lines; Electric Pumping Plants Installed.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Having decided to leave Albuquerque

-

n"

Electric and Construction Co.

First St. and

DUtUlsrs,
FRANKFORT, KT.

-

-

o"

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
Electrical Supplies.
Repair Work a Specialty.

Sole Agents.

c-- o

A. D. Coleman,

s.

H

o

PROGRESSIVE DRUGGISTS

uec-esAr-

R

--

3sX30000000
e. He BR1GGS & CO.,

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

For a Home

m

"unmrl Director and Kmbalmr

Bert Moe,

Proprietor

Automatlo Phone.

phone. No.

Commercial Club Bulldlni
CITT UNDERTAKER.

Roderick

$1030

Bottled In Bond.

I

Auto

o o o o o

O. F.
WHISKEY

M E LIN

Residence

Be. 15.00

0

O.

Here s a Chance

Mi

3,

Black o

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

oooaotoee

Iron Avenue, for Sale at a sacrifice.

phone, 115.

t A. O
0

...65c
...40c

s,

i

'

.$1.25
.$3 5

a

con-slst-

ir WN & SON

our line, at price that art fair and
square, and wa are now making

Dealers

t

SEE OUR THREE 8HOW WINDOWS.

Offer to supply you with anything In

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. WnisWea. Moet A
A. B. G. Bohemian and
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St,
Jos. Scbliti Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whisker. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aad
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom. Ill South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

moocoo0909omo90

c

Diamonds, Solid Gold Rings, Watches, Sterling Silver, Solid Gold
Lace Pins,
Clocks, Souvenir 8poons, Solid Gold Scarf Pins,
Gilt Blocks, Fine Cut Glass, Fine Fancy China, Ladles' Solid Gold
Chains, Solid Gold Buttons and Studs, Gents' Chalna, Alarm Clock's,
and ether articles too numerous to mention.

THB CELEBRATED

Russo-Japanes-

VALUE

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

o

Cinr

One-thir- d

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

Cleaner

Wholesale liquor and

Furs

All

on

This is your "FUR" opportunity
Every FUR at One-hal- f
and

JUST RECEIVED. A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF BULK
RELISHES
OF ALL DESCRIPTION :
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
BULK STUFFED OLIVES.
BULK PLAIN OLIVES.
BULK SWEET RELISH.
TMK
BULK SOUR RELISH.
BULK HEINZE'S MINCE MEAT.
BULK
HEINZE'S APPLE BUTand
TER.
General housecleaning
BULK GENUINE GERMAN DILL
job work promptly done.
PICKLES.
Bell phone, Red 271.
STUFFED MANGO PEPPERS, etc.
Automatlo phone, 260.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
AVE.
RAILROAD
411 WEST
"Good Things to Eat."

MELIN I & EAKIN,

This Week

All

and 80

3

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the news.

(at Krcislorlana No. 8. .. Schumann
. .Godard
lb) Pan Pastorale
tc) Etude C Major. . . Mozskowskl
Ma Ashurst Bremen.
8. Trio Scottish Aaiis
Volt!
Ida Ashurst Bremen. R. V. Hadden. J. A Blond in.
were Mesdames
The patronesses
THE BIOSCOPE COMPANY
John Borradailo. Ira D. Cassldy, M. O.
V.
Clancy,
H.
F.
W.
Chadliouriie.
The Bioscope company that conies
Greer. Alfred Grunsfeld. A. G. Harrito tho Elks opera house January 6,
son. T. Hubbell. Noa llfeld. P. A.
of
B. S. Hodey, B. Spitz and J. will have as one of tho features
ib
entertainment, u movliiK picture
Vrisarrl.
of iho Albuquerque fire ilepartraent,
in action.
The Bioscope company is
EDUCATORS ARE LEAVING
the only company of the kind that
FOR THEIR HOMES takes its own local movinK pictures,
so this will be your only opportunity
to see the flrsit and only moving picATTENDWHO
MANY OF THOSE
ture ever taken in the city, tit her
HAVE features
ED THE CONVENTION
ill be the Kieut Spanish
bull tight, the tire bu, preat mini;
LEFT THE CITY.
r. etc. La. lien free with a paid
The uuu: licit, of rhe New Mexico f.'ir tbket.
association, who have
hMucatlonal
'"en In the city Tor the past few days FAMOUS KILTIES OF
,
attending the annua! meeting of the
COMING
CANADA,
avini: today, or
organization, are
have lift already t.. 'heir respective
Of mure than ordinary inurM Is
.emu s
Hiram Iladlcj, .supciiutendt nt of tv announcement of the coming of
public iiiMruction, left this morning the famous Kilties' band of Canada,
who have so successfully toured
n No. in for Santa Fe.
for the pu( cliii months. This
J. A. Wood, mp( riiiteii.ient of the
public schools In Santa Ke, left last wonderful organization,
which
of forty bandsmen, four bax plp-rrnight for home, uciompanied by his
daughter, after spending several days
seven soloists, four llritish mili...
.o.... .1...
tary buglers, six highland dancers
I.
lht wij- ailclllllllK
nt vvp
li. .iti.il
i.e. Inl
Most of the professor and others and one giant drum major, who Is
in attendance at the meeting ten msi over seven feet In height, is renight for their different home, those inforced by a splendid v'a! choir of
remaining going this nioruius.
sixteen voices. The Kilties will give
Members of ih nssocluti 'ii report a concert at the Klks' opera house on
a delightful and nrofitable time hile January 1'. The band appears In full
In Albuquerque.
kilted uniform, and Is splendidly
equipped with every accessory
to the conduct of a high class
MASK BALL TOMORROW NIGHT
Of particular interest
AT COLOMBO HALL. PRIZES FOR concert l.aud.
GENTLE to all will be Mr. Roderick Bain Mac
THE BEST MA8KERS.
Kenle, the drum major of the organ
MEN 75c. LADIES FREE.
ization, as he is over seven feet tall,
KANSAS HAY
lie Is as good natured as he la big,
RIO PUERO HAY
and Is u thorough master of the 1u1-m-sCHOICE ALFALFA
LOWEST PRICES
WOODMK..
REM EM Bint
TUB
PROMPT DELIVERY
jBAI.L AT ELKS BAM. ROOM. JAV-CACLARK VILLE PRODUCE CO..
Y 1st.
602 SOUTH FIRST.
.

Sale of Furs

.33

r

loss.

FURS!

Watchwords of Our Fur Department
Over 100 Select Furs to pick from

in Sight

Promises

FURS!

Quantity and Quality

AT COAL YARDS;

ARREST

FURS!

a

GOT CHILLY GREETING

mirth-provoklii-

Berceuse de Jecelyn

7.

ALLEGED SNEAK THIEF

FURS!

Snow Covers the Ground, and Said Murry Not Only Steals Coal' Equally as Scarce ToHis Bed but Robs Other
day as Yestesday, and Only
the Farm and Garden

PLAYING.

n.

Cello

THE

"BEAUTIFUL" TODAY

The audience which allured In the
Klks opera house last night had the
pleasure of listcnltiK to perhaps the
finest program of high class music
ever plvpn In Albuquerque. The quality of the performance, to say nothing of th laudable object fur whclh
It
was given, certainly merited a
crowded house, and It Ix hard to understand the reason for the lack of
Interest which is helm? taken In the
Associated Charities organization.
The feature of the concert was. of
course, the piano work of MIsh Bremen, who more than Justified the high
expectations of the audience. Seldom
Indeed has such an artist neon heard
In Albuquerque, and should Miss Bremen at any future flme give a recital
here she may coiint on playing to a
full house.
Her command of the keyboard Is
perfect, her attack sure, and her tone
full of character and virility. Miss
Bremen It the fortunate Kssessr of
a facile technic which leaves her free
f(. renaer that interpretation
whicn
only exceptionally rare musical temperament, which she certainly has, is
capable of expressing. Miss Bremen's
numbers gave evidence of uncommon
versatility, and she was forced to respond to repeated encores.
It Is not alone as a soloist that Mlsa
Bremen shines. Her ensemble work
In the trios with Messrs. Haddou and
II Ion il in showed a rare talent for that
class of musical work, which is perhaps tho most exacting of any in the
line of music. Here the individuality
of each performer must be sunk and
each strive to produce an effect as a
whole. In this, these three performers
succeeded admirably, and the Irio
work would be hard to surpass. The
Jadassohn trio deserves special men-ioIt is one of the grandest trios
ever written and Its various beauties
were well brought out.
The Grieg Sonata for violin and
piano was a splendid piece of work,
and here again Miss Bremen's versatility and capabilities were in evidence, as the demands upon the pianist, are exacting in the extreme.
Mr.
Hadden did full justice to the violin
part.
Miss Ada Campfleld was in good
voice and had to respond to a well
deserved encore. Miss Chestnut played the accompaniment for Miss Camp-fiel- d
in her usual artistic manner, and
a pleasing- adjunct was a violin obli-gat- o
played by Mr. Hadden, specially
written by him for the occasion.
Mr. Blondin did himself proud and
maintained his reputation as a 'cellist
who certainly is master of his instrument. The audience showed a desire
for more of Mr. Blondin, but he did
not respond.
Miss Bremen and Miss Campfleld
were the recipients of magnificent
bouquets.
The size of the audience was no
Indication of the number of tickets
sold. It is unfortunately the case that
tlio opera house is cold and draught,
and this with tho excessively cold
ulght, kept many from turning out.
It is a pity that Albuquerque does
not boast of a grand piano which
might bo available for such events,
as it is more than a hardship for a
performer of Miss Bremen's caliber
to have to play on any other Intsru-inen- t.
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OVER NO. 209 WEST
AVENUE, O. BAMRAILROAD
BINI, PROPRIETOR
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New Year

O. BAMBINI.
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OF

ANNUAL

MEETING

Th regular annual meeting of the
stockholders of the Bank of Commerce for the election of directors for
the ensuing year, and for the transaction of such other business as may
properly come before the meeting,
will be held at Its banking house on
January 1, 1!H'6.
W. S. STRICKLER,
Vice President and Cashier.
o
Don't drug the stomach to cure a
cough. One Minute Cough Cure cuts
the mucus, draws the Inflammation
out of the throat, lungs and bronchial
tubes, neals, soothes and cures. A
quick cure for Croup and Whooping
Cough.
Sold by all druggists.

FARR'S MARKET
STREET.

SECOND

217 SOUTH

Quality
Right.

None Better.

The'franciscan"
Cordial Bitters

v

v

i

1905.

Happy

rs

aye-nu-

whero I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed flrat-clanas I have had fifteen years' ex
per1nce In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned,' pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Indies' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a, trial.
o

i

is

My merchant tailoring snop Is
over No. 209 West Railroad

NOTICE

2.

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS,

HANGED IN NEW JERSEY

J

CITiZKN.
MERCHANT

THESE TWO WOMEN TO BE
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nccwMgwoeofrr mbut eminent pwtsiCiaws
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MRS. ANNA VALENTINA. IN

Buy From Usi

TUB HACKENSACK JAIL,
0 vantage of her, enraged her so that hands. Then Corliicol drove her away,
the shooting followed.
and accepted Kosu Salza us his wife
i i ujswffiyj
Sontn called at the house on March and thy tenant of tb. new house. (
MRS. TOLI.A AND HER HUSBAND. PHOTOGRAPHED IN :AII
41U and the husband requested
him
Living in a simaliil hovel In nUrht
AGAlKSr OlSOWf
vm STOMACH KIDNEYS... RUUKB
Prep-- . The prison confinement lias not
to leave. He told him that he would of the dwelling of her betrayer, Anna
Huckensack. N. J.. Doc. 2.
complex-aratiored
dusky
Unit
not
of
as
her
had
ii!bed
he
considered
he
that
aAHBARA
learned
3AT
that
Corluccl
a
wife
JHil
had
are being made in the
fho ,)Pll(,H of go,tth- - equal rights with Tolla in the dom- children living in Hrooklyn. She and
h),.u
,mi
did
,
DISTRIBUTING AGENTS
iUKl)v celebrated for. their icile.
here for the hanging of Mrs. Marie
At these words. Mrs. Tolla got not want him back, but she hated the
nope,
vinoui up, walked iuto the bed room, and one w ho had supplanted her.
beauty. She mill retains
Tolla, the Italian woman who
by her friends. came back with a revolver she had
"Do you want to see my husband.
dicated her honor ly killing a man. this hope is not echoed
0
a.
Valen-tinTolla kill- purchased a week before. She stepped my ho i.c, und my twin babies?"' said
Mrs.
On March 4th, last.
In the same jail is Mrs. Anna
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
neighbor, Jos. Sonta, by shoot-in- n up behind Sonta and fired directly at the taunting Rosa, one day. "You
her
by
ed
of
deatli
sentence
under
also
through the head as he sat him, one of the bullets penetrating his cannot come in. They are mine. I
hanging, and who also was more s.n In him
hat ) you!"
rocking
chair in her home at brain and causing Instant death.
a
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
sinning.
Botn
than
ned against .
Anna pursued her tormentor, seized
Mrs. Tolla admits
lav. Kingsland, N. J.
wnmen will oe.nanseu "y ii;
SALE FEED AND TRANS
LIVERY,
to
Hackensack,
a
knife
2'J.
Dec.
N.
bread
from
refused
table,
so
Eleven
kitchen
far
J..
the
her guilt, but has
soy's famous executioner, van
Will not b undersold, regardless of
ago,'
years
a
41
in
and
frenzy,
It
now
crime.
blind
Valentina,
Anna
stabled the Horses andFERMules bought and ex
the motive for the
who has officiated at over 100 affairs reveal
Sonta years old. emigrated from southern woman to death.
however,
certain,
seems
changec
of the scaffold.
She has been a "trusty" since her
had demanded that she accede to his Italy and joined the colony of Kalian
imprisonment. To the priest who vis- BEST TURNOUTS IK THE CITY
Mrs. Tolla had borrowed silk workers In New Jersey.
advances.
29
Mrs.
Dec.
N.
J..
Hackensack.
second street, oeiween tuuinna uu
For nine years, living as the com- - its her she said:
a sum of money from Sonta and It Is
Copper avenues.
Antoinette Tolla. who is under sendo
not
to
"I
mon-lagood
now,
die,
husband.
Corluccl,
fear
telling
she
wife
her
Michael
of
Jail and hlieved without
tence of death in the localnangeu
Insorry
tamer,
am
I
a
savings
i
hoarded
so
great
this
built
understood,
and
did
their small
held
Sonta, it is
who will verv likely te most pre-on- formation over the woman,
and, ' a tiny home. Anna helped nail up wrong. It's Ood's law. I must die
M. DRAGOIE
January 12th is one of the
I know that
breaking
for
God's
frame,
plaster,
that
law.
dirt
husband
and
hauled
the
. : .
n.fimon ..ever convlcted oi threatening to tell her
posjit
adDealers In
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I
must
painted
214 GOLD AVENUE
right
own
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it
is
that
haH
house
and
nernilMed
Bho
with her
the
him to take
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a capital crime in uie i'uivi .vv.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
A
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
POSTOFFICE CASE NOT
as were the bones In his hand. Then HOLT MADE HIS
Meat.
Fresh
kinds
of
all
YET APPEALED. 00 North Broadway, Comer of Wash
he Invited the reporter to look at his
REPORT TO CITIZENS.
VERITABLE PALACE
O O O O O
own hand. It makes one feel creepy
II U. Holt, president of the Water
William A. Beyer, private secre- ington ATenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
to look at the bone of one's own Users' association, made his report to tary to Delegate W. H. Andrews,
ELECTRIC APPARATUS hand, but it. van fascinating to see
passed through I .as Vegas yesterday
N. PEACH & CO.
0
tUeni 5f,u!rm around with the bend- the citizens at Las Crtices the other evening en route from Washington to
ing of the hand. The doctor produced day. Considerable interest was mani- Albuquerque, says the Optic. Mr.
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
a bcok of fully 500 leaves. In the fested in the proposed dam, and Bayer stated to the Optic represent Automatic 'phone. 5S&. Ofilce, 2U8& 0
a coin and the much disappointment was expressed ative that Delegate Andrews left
West Gold Avenue.
Such is Dr. F. B. Romero's center of it he placed
coin was easily distinguishable under at the seeming unwillingness of the Washington immediately upon the ad
zIMCOafOaATEOT.
Office in the Armijo
the
department to at once take up "the journment of congress, for his coun- x mi nr. ii ni2Z im
0
H
mn
Grand Tension and High Tendency. work of the dam, along the general try home at Titusville, Pa., where he
wluq Liven i mu h
LUNUun
Thin Is something as fully beautiful
Intends to spend the holiday recess,
Building.
STABLES
FEED
as It Is useful something to please the orWna, contract8 wore submitted having given up his Intention of vis
0
Corner Second and Marquette.
the ladles. From It flows a pink to the people and signed by them. lting New Mexico at this time, on ac
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pink
e
shade
the
of
light
ti
about
very
severe
a
count
of
cold.
CUBES,
It is unusual frr the government to
Will do a general electrical contracting business in New
AND
MYSTIFIES
the flower of the sheepsour plant. commit a breach of contract, but it
Mr. Bayer stated that no one could
Mexico and Arizona. Communicate with us for everything
After subsldatlou of the enthusiasm seems In this Instance that some say what the outcome of the statilight,
All kinds of wiring, building of transmission
electrical.
of
beauty
one
the
of
over
the
senate
would
hood
fU'.ht
in
be.
the
one has failed of his pledge, or has
x renurter for The Evening cm- - the easy manner with
which elec- committed
Uses, installing and nvjilr ruling i,f lighting aiid power
though the Hamilton bill was certain
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error.
The
a
'hour
interesting
half
zen spent & very
tricity of high voltage may be shot
will probably be submitted to to go through in the house.
plants. Estimates promptly and cheerfully given. Agents
vosterday afternoon with Dr. F. B Into Xhe body, sirlkes one rather for- matter
Concerning the postofflce situation
some time this winter,
association
the
buildArmijo
for Westlnghouse Elec'ric u Mfg. Co. Mjtors, generators,
Koniero. of the N. T.
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transformers.
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Night
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Hack.
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electrical appliances.
sists of the static machine, a great
valley. It Is to be hoped that he Information, and was informed that
Mexico,
Albuquerque,
New
if it' are peculiar looking apparatus roll of fine wire woven together, and would graciously advance the money the
yet
not
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on
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with a lot of brass sticking out
a glass tube alKHit ten Inches long, needed to carry on this much cov- appealed the Las Vegas case, but was rxxxxxxxtxxTrxxxxxxzxxxrxx
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Romero's office without going to the
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THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO.
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succeeding
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cold
There is no danger of takingDr. Ro- part of the body. Seventy volts of mands for this big enterprise and
307 West Railroad Avenue.
while taking the bath that
what most people call lightning may still have millions in the reclamation LOST IN STORM AND SPENDS
Oav or Night
Roth 'Phones.
mero gives. It doesn't remove the be shot Into the body all day long treasury
NIGHT ON SNOWY BED.
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entire 180.000 acres that will from Cloudcroft to Russia, a distance KgXMM
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electricity becomes visible as it comes be the
benefited by the dam, then it is of five miles during a snow storm, he- The first thing of Interest that Dr. out into the glass tube. In the pink considered
certain the offer will be! came lost Tuesday and slept in the
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that he had
of "Early Risers" Is brought to the company hospital at
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0UGH8 and
C0c&$t.00
ble he placed a small Bquare copper and queerness of the paraphernalia sway. These famous llttlo pills rid
in
Mad Chase
Frea Trial.
ulate. On this nlate he laid one end around his office, ihe reported could the stomach and bowels of all putrid
3 KKorber&Go.
Millions rush In mad chase after
removing the causes of
if a l.rass rod four feet lor.g. One not doubt, his word.
"I have $6,000! matter, thus
one
faddlsm
extreme
of
com health, from
WHOLESALE
Surest and Uuick oat Cure for all
end of the red had a hook on It, and invented in electrical machines." con- headache, constipation, sallow Early
to another, when, If they would only
THROAT and LUNG TROUBDe Witt's Little
nlexion. etc.
and RETAIL
this hook the- doctor placed over a cluded the doctor.
keep
bowels
good
jhelr
food
BACK.
and
LES, or
Risers never gripe or sicken. A safe. eat
-horizontal ha- on the big electrical N. M,
Albuquerque,
,
regular
King's
Life
New
Dr.
with
pleasant, perfect pill. Mack Hamilton
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
.machine. The reporter was instructValley City. N. D. Pills, their troubles would all pass
at
clerk
hotel
a
cnair
Himself
od to seat
Un
says: "Two bottles of these FamouB away. Prompt relief and quick cure
(Small Holding Claim No. liCl.)
.placed on the table. Then the doctor
25c at
Department
and stomach trouble:
Interior,
United
of
the
pe
Little Pills cured me of chronic con. for liver
a
was
It
.
the
on
.
Juice.
turned
ny drug store;. gusuuireu.A
druggUts.
all
by
Office,
States
stipatlon."
Ke.
M.,
Sold
N.
Land
Sauta
unpleasaul
sensation
but.
not
culiar
Dec. 28, l'J03.
that followed. There was a feeling
THE
Notice ia hereby givea thut the folloUT
like the roots of the hair were being wing-named
claimant has filed notickled.. The head itched to the ex
IH-HAIR-Cof bis Intention to make final
tent of wautlng to be scratched, and tice
pi oof in support of his claim under
light
Khot
of
prettiest
out
Pink
the
16 and 17 of the act of March
the reporter's left big toe, the one1 sections (26
Stats., 854), as amended by
next to Cue little square copper plate. 3, IS'U or
February 21. 1893 Cii Stats.,
act
On moving tho right foot next to the the
copper, the light transferred to It, but 47u), and that said proof will be made
the U. S. Court Commissioner
there was no feeling except the itch- before
at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
ing of the hair roots.
1906, viz: Pedro (lulle-go- s
The doctor explained that the elec- of February,
y Gonzales, for the small holding
but
virtue,
special
no
trical bath has
No. fid in Sees. 3. 10 and 11,
the strengthening of the nerves and claim
T. U N., It. 2 E.
Issues.
However, it waa ntther
He names the foMov.ing witnesses
j aaant to take.
BE
to prove his actual continuous adverse
Tha
possession of said tract for twenty
"I vill now show you tho bones of years next preceding tho survey of
your hr'nd," said the doctor, aa he the township, viz:
I'lifcltd I. nasi If w ith a lot of wires, a
Jose Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N.
OUR
cr.t!ie!ik'tand. and a peculiar glass M.; Francisco Torres; of Tome, is. M.;
"Tbi'i
been round Manuel Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Ber
has
,
i;
i a:-excellent cure for cancers, nardo Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.
iii:d so'iie pliybirlana have claimed
Any person who desires to protest
a sysis a big
As
tUiu thij tun cur" consumption with against the allowance of said proof,
it." he continued, 'i believe, however, tr who knows of any substantial rea
will
may Le applied where son under the laws and regulations
that ele(t:i-'tup-to-dacircumar found, with of the Interior Department why such
lit:;monar
choice
some good ( ffect. It will act with a proof should not be allowed will be
for
prices.
4.encleii() in loosen up the disease given an opportunity at the above- g
liny may be more mentioned time and place to cross
rtr.s m tliat
money-savinfor
is
ailly thrown off by the parent,"
examine
claim
of
witnesses
said
the
' The ii. .tor
placed the peculiar ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
aa
in
cUuip iu the cane, of that submitted by clalmaut.
vluU In a
i('n
Scarfs,
Pillow
Covers, Bed
Couch
e
el.lainiui, :is he ilil so, that
MANUEL R. OTSitO, Register.
itlobe wuh the Roentgen ray glube.
Comforts,
Sofa Pillows, Cushions,
The Torture of a Preacher.
hicti
maaufacturetl i
ihe fir.
The story of the torture of Rev. O
Then afier fi.ining the huge g'ass
being
on
Linens,
l late,
oi' the
maculne revolv-- l D. Moore, pastor of the Baptist church
Sale.
black looking l.ox of lltirperarille. N. Y., will Intereat
!iK. he r. i.l
very Uiilar t. a stereoscope,
but! vm. He aays: "I suffered agonlea
tty this time a green because of a persistent cough, remuch Ijti r
light filled the globe on one aide, flating from the grip. I tried to
devoid sleep sitting; up In bed. I tried many
while the other siih'
nf any uriih.ia' liihl. He placed hU tumediea without relief, until I took
l aud over the
fr t.t tid cf the black Dr. hint; s New DUcorery for Con
o
box. and i la' lug his baud close to sumpti in. Coughs and CoMa, which
4
my
entirely cured
cough and saved
the gloiie. luld the reporter to
the I. ones. Tbey were very tne from consumption." A grand cure
' ug.iiiibt
the outline for diseased conditions of the Throat
pla.u, nl:m
West Railroad Avenue 5
Railroad Avenue
Rtn1 lnns.
producAt all druggists.
Prlca
of ibe ban!. Tb-.-the
(Showing how oarbering waa do ne for our forefathers long b;'or the
Trial hot- til the shoe ill!. The Due anj II, suaranteed.
ed Mb foo'
deluge.)
ot were quite a.s pla.: l '.'.en flee.
built
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Mew Furniture

Melini & Eakin

Crockery, Stoves and Ranges
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STAR FURNITURE COMP'Y
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Nash Electrical Supply Go.
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STOHE

AGE

JANUARY NEXT WE MOVE TO THE NEW
BUILDING

STAAB

STOCK REDUCTION MUST

NEEDS

WITH

;

-

FORCED TO CONFORM

I

undertaking, and to perfect
the work of removal
successfully meet this great emergency we must greatly
tem that
stock. Under these
and most
reduce our
Especially
deep
the
cut
obliged
into the
stances we are
to
Holiday Shoppers this
the most favorable opportunity
Rugs, Curtains,
buying useful Christmas Presents, such
Shams,
Sets,
Portieres,
and Table
Household
Lambrequins, Blankets,
things
the
Etc. Visit our store and keep posted
done during this Removal
te

.
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American Federation of Labor.)

INVENTORY HOLIDAY
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succe.

Although the sale was a srea'cr success than we
anticipated, our warehouse l still full of now and original designs
in nobby furniture and we will continue to sell you high grado goods
just a little chenper tl'aii you ran buy them elsewhere. Wishing you
.i tuippy and pnwn reus Now Year, we are yours to serve,
a great,

0

m
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Cor. Coal & 2n4
Auto Phon 474
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Col. Ph. Red 1 77
Weend viaduct
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The labor movement Is a rough
struggle. All movements for n
better life, f,,r human rights.
have been rough struggles from
time immemorial. It is clear
that the labor movement, must
continue to )( a rough struggle.
But organized labor is ever min- Imi.ing the rounhness of that
struggle and making-- for better
and grander ends. Samuel Gom- ,

per.
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Try the Bitters

i

THIRD STREET

PEOPL- E-

Meat Market

Kinds of Fr?h and 8ait Meats,
It has restored hundred.-- of sickly
Steam Sausage Factory.
people to robust health during Its 52
EMI3 KLEINWORT.
e years experience and it will help you, Masonic Building,
North Third Street
too. It will strengthen lie entire sys
tem ami cure Heartburn.
Bloating.
e Nausea. Poor Appetite, Indigestion, j
Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Chills, Colds, FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
LONS
4 Grippe or Malaria.
Try it today, also
4 asK
Automatlo phone 451.
onr druggist for a free copy of
Room 10. N. T. Artnllo Building.
4 our 1906 Almanac.

r

Elks'Opera House

6th

Bioscope
Company

ELKS' THEATRE

Thursday Eve,

Established In

r. G.

JANUARY

M'--

PRATT & CO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
las. lleekln & Co.'s Coffees, Ira
boden's Granite Flour.

Stap1

and

and Fancy

Groceries
HIllsDoro

creamery Dutter

l

my books an- -

i'v-- '

"searched

''a--

missing-O-

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

!

Orders

214 South Second Street.

CLARKVILLK PRODUCE CO

HOISTING

HAY. GRAIN AND FEED

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES, PELTS AND WOOL

J.

B. MacMANUS,

South First Street

MACHINERY

Mgr.

Both Phones

HAS BEEN

A. C. WALKER,

OUR

SPECIALTY

FOR THIRTY YEARS

STEAM, ELECTRIC, COMPRESSED AIR, OAS OR GASOLINE.
your
nltlon "nd we can supply your wants.
rl,t!
elal Hoist Catalogue on sppllcstlon.

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual BuIIdlsg
Office at J. c. Daldridge'a
yard.

So.

TOTI A OR API

The

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders (or
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

Hendrie

lozi-iw-

7

Bolthoff Mfr.
and SnnnW Cn
w
Cf
icvemecntn Mrcet. DENVER, COLORADO g

y

&

''I

General Betiding SappHes

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

r

tin rorleamorl ntarrtnrtMr
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

17,

P""'

WE CAN MAKE YOU A

jewelers buy

NEW YEAR'S

4th

--

'

COAL
Per
Ton

f

'

04

rnbroker,

ROSENFI

The Man You Can Trust
door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque. N.
t and sold transactions guaranteed.

118 Railroad

Railroad

04000

M

CALM CONSIDERATION
approves our work in the line of sanitary plumbing and gas fitting. We
make a Btudy of sclentnc sanUaiuo
as regards the bath, the toilet, supply
pipes for water for cooking, washing
and drinking. As a result, when we
are favored with your orders you get
the best obtainable. Still, we do not
overcharge.

If you will see us before Janu-

O. A. SLEYSTER

V

BELOW
THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A H"'' 't;?
ii
DIAMOND
i
." COST, IT WOULD
still pay you
i us, as we are in a position to sell diamonds that I
ned to us at 20 per cent less than retail

N. T. Armijo Building.

PRESENT

i

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

REDUCED PRICES
On Dental Work.
Plates, 18.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, 1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
60c All guaranteed.

!

SG.OO

UReBdACyclgP0?s"

Free Delivery.

Solicited--

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

y

tV

Bell, Red 284.

Auto. Phone 671.

Palmer & Wright's
fancy boxes, st

best and latest odors.

25c, 5Qc, 7Sg

&

We have them In pretty,

&

$1.00

The Williams Drug Co.
BLUE FRONT

117

WEST

RAILROAD

Both 'Phones.

AVENUE.

W.H.Hahn&Co

n

Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results
'"affzsss

must-

vHw

sT;ii6m

sik

9

Cut-o- ff

of The Atchison, Topeka

&

Santo Fe Railway

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

ft

cas''

rack.

his thing
do hritiK th'-u- i
Dear thief-frienback!
o
For Colds, Coughs, and any Throat
Affection, uothinK equals Compound
Syrup of Rucalyptus. Price jOc only,
at Ruppe's Pharmacy.
As a lavor. pram me

Best on

Earth.

Kilties Band

Located on the Belen

t

hooks!
.Miii.y

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We hare added to our
well equipped laundery a machine with which we can
wooleos without shrinking. When we are through with themhandle
are Just like new. U other laundries shrink them, bring them tothey
ui
uu no mil luaijuicu IDem Out lOT VOU.

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

your

rooks,
this fin-- b.iike you as funny?
Tin ymir rrlends thai steal your
s

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

1882

ary 1. We have two or three
Wonderful Compound Curee Piles,
x
Eczema, Skin Itching, Skin ErupTHE
pieces of property that must go,
tions, Cuts and Bruises.
even at a sacrifice. This Is a
Doan's Ointment Is the best skin;
treatment, and the cheapest, because
chance to get a home or s
so little Is required to cure. It cures!
coupMe of lots dirt cheap.
piles, after years of torture. It cure
obBtinr.te cases of eczema. It cures
OF CANADA
all skin itching. It cures skin eruptions. It heals cuts, bruises, scratches
and abrasions without leaving a scar.
Assisted by the famous
It cures permanently. Albuquerque
CLAN JOHNSTONE TROUPE
testimony proves it.
Porterfield & Co.
J. H. Cross, of 523 South First
of Pipers and Dancers.
I
street, employed In the Santa Fe shops
In the mill department, Rays:'
The musical event of the season.
"ExHOW. Gold Ave.
posure, and sitting on damp logs and
LOANS.
NOTARY
PUBLIC.
cold stones while in the mountains
Prices sue, 75c and $1. Sats on
some three months ago, 'brought on sale al Matson's Wednesday,
Janik
itching hemorrhoids, commonly called ary 3, at 9 o'clock.
piles. While not severe or serious,
they were very annoying and I put off
OOOOOOC)0C)0OO(X)0O0CXXXXXX5
doing anything to get relief until comINSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
pelled to. One evening I stepped into
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Ammrlemn Block
Ctrrtllo
a drug store and asked the proRoom 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
prietor for something to bring relief.
Automatlo Telephone, 174.
I finally decided
upon Doan's Ointment. Tho first application gave reO0CXXX3O00O00CXXXXXXXXXXX3
lief ami In a short tlma I wn. nrax.
WE GIVE
tlcally cured. I have great confidence!
You best satisfaction
in mill
in this remedy for what it did for me.
work,
I never used anything whlc'i was so
COKE - MILL WOOD
soothing and healing. I recommend
ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6 MILL
It to others and know they will not
KtNDUNG
SKXXDOCXXXXJOCOOOOCOOCXXOOO
be disappointed Jn the results if they
give it a trial."
REPAIR SHOP.
For sale by all drugglMs. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, N.
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl
Y., sole agents for the United States.
L. H. SHOEMAKER,
DOTH 'PHONES
Remember the name Doan's and
ture set up and crated for shipment
CO
take no other.
ocoococxxxxxxxxxxooocooo Rear of Walton's drug store.
A

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Broa.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
W desire patronage ted w guar
first class Naklng.
207 S. First Street.
Albaq.nerq.xie.

.

WORKS WONDERS.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

SIMON

ft

n

Wholesale Grocers

PIOH&Etf BAKERY

HOSTETTER'S

4
4

(r

For Your Bookcase Door.
They are thieves that steal
money
Marked l.y law as thieves

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All

9 ft
ft ft ft ft ft
STOMACH BITTERS
W are marching on nwiird la
bor's most glorious year. Viewed in
Niece la Her Mother.
the light of substantial advantages
Mis. Niece spent part of last week
It
will
good
Improvements,
be
a
and
whh her daughter. Mrs. W. Coales
year, a better year than the last, with j of
Russell correspondlabor getting more of the share ofi ence Cleveland.
Chagrin Falls to.) Exponent.
America's unexampled prosperity, to.
which it Is entitled. But in another)
A Kansas City man In New York
quite as important way the progress, saved $l3.tnu through n dieani. As a
..
I.
l
,!
j
anacumen,
ne uiiit-hi imior in
rule the only chance a Kansas City
tagonisms to the lalxir movement, man in New York has of saving in
away.
ignorance,
passing
are
burn of
New York Is in a dream:
There is a Iwltcr conception of the
logical
It is said that th" khedive of Egypt
reasoning,
clean
force, of
the
the nobler aspirations of tho labor won't smoke even an Egyptian cigmovement among men of affairs, who arette. Hut why they say 'even"
can no longer be swayed by flamboy- beats us.
ant and bigoted addresses.
Our
An Iowa Jnilgehas decided that a
higher position and purposes are better understood, and they will bo bet- nian votes where he sleeps. That's
ter understood next year than this what they do In New York and sleep
year, and better still the year there- all over town.
after.
Of course, the lalxir movement Is a
rough struggle. All movements for a
better life, for human rights, have
been rough struggles from time Immemorial from the time of the cruNIGHT ONLY
I
I
sades, with the cross in one hand
and the sword In the other, to the reformation; from the reformation
to
the struggle of (he American colo- SATURDAY
nies for independence; from the revo-lution to tiie Civil war for the main- JANUARY...
nboli-tlotenance of the Union and tho
of human slavery; from the Civil
INTERNATIONAL
war to the sympathetic strike of the
United States for Cuban independence
all have been rough struggles, ever
with the highest alms. And thus It
is clear that the labor movement must
continue to be a rough struggle. But
organised labor is ever minimizing the
roughness of that struggle and making for better and grander ends. Nor
will unorganized labor fail to have a
share In tho improvement and development and the progress.
LIFE MOTION PICTURES.
HENNESSEY REMANDED
vv
TO JAIL IN EL PASO.
See tiie Albuquerque Are departWilliam flennessy has been re- ment
run, the great Spanish bull fight,
manded to the El Paso Jail to await the fife biiK.
Rreat mine disaster, wonthe arrival of requisition papers, says derful automobile
the Russian
the News. He is wanted in Ins Cru-ce- s revolution at Odessa,trip,
Russia and
to answer to the charge of robbing Japanese war scenes.etc., Fifty
up to
box cars, and Is being held under a date
subjects.
comic
complaint charging him with being a
fugitive from Justice.
Prices 25c, 3.".c and nOc. Children,
This was the second writ of habeas
corpus sued out by Hennessy. In the Mc. Indies free with each paid 50c
first place Judge Harper ordered the ticket.
prisoner discharged, as no complaint
had been sworn out. Hennessy claims
that there Is no evidence against him,
Special Engagement
but the court held it was sufficient to
show that all the requirements of the
law had been fulfilled in connection
with the alleged fugitive's arrest and
detention.
The merits of the case
would be passed upon later by tho
trial court.
ft

1

l Small Holding Claim No. 59.)
,
Department of the
United
Office,
Fe, N. M.,
States
Santa
lanii
J. A. Oswell, a railroader here, has
Dec. 28, 1905.
returned to the city from a visit to
Notice is hereby given that li.e
Santa Ke.
claimant has filed noof his intention to make final
F. S. Van Slyek. or K! I'awo. live tice
proof in support of his claim under
stock agent of the Santa Fe at that sections
Ifi and 17 of the act of March
place, returned home last evening.
1. 1S91 (26 Stats.. 854), as Hiiiended'by
K. R. I.ols. of the Santa Fes adver- the act of February 21, IX'.tS (27 Stats.,
tising department, with headquarters 470), and that said" proof will be niado
at Chicago, is in the city visiting before th'; U. S. Court Commissioner
at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
friends.
of February, 1900, viz: Jesus Garcia,
been for the Small Holding Claim No. 5!.
Locomotive No. 2303 ha
loaned to the Zunl Mountain railway, in Sees. 24, 23 and 2ti, T. 7 N., R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
while their engine, No. 6, is undergoto prove his actual continuous adverse
ing repairs In the local shops.
possession of said trnct for twenty
The extremely cold weather, it is years next preceding the survey of
work
hindering
reported, is greatly
the townshinp, vis:
The employes
on fhe Helen
Henito Armijo, of Valencia. N. M.;
the
in
Juan Apodacn of Valencia, N. M.;
are finding it difficult to work
frigid atmosphere.
Martinez, of Valencia. N. M.;
Gregnrio Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.
John A. Ross, who was road foreAny person who desires to protest
man of engines on the New Mexico against the allowance of said proof,
division of the Santa Fe, has been or who knows of any substantial reatransferred to the Flo Grande di- son under the laws and regulations
vision to serve In a like capacity.
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
colIn connection with the rear-engiven an opportunity at the
lision which occurred at Grants sevtime and place to
eral weeks ago, Knglueer Van Eaton
the witnesses of said claimRhine wan have been ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
and Fireman
called to Winslow to attend an invemat submitted hv claimant.
stigate to he conducted by Trainmas- cf MAKUEI,
R. OTERO, Regisler.
ter .1. VV. Lupton.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
General Manager J. E. Hurley and
General Superintendent P. J. Parker,
(Small Holding Claim No. 700.)
of the Santa Fe, were in the city
trnina last niirht en route to Department of the Interior, United
States Iand Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
El Paso to attend a meeting of the
Dec. 28, 1905.
El Paso Union Depot association, ot
Notice is hereby given that the followhich Mr. Hurley is president and wing-named
claimant has filed noMr. Parker is a director. This will
probably be the last meetiug of the tice of his intention to make final
association before the formal opening proof in 11!support of his claim under
and 17 of the act of March
of the new depot. They expect to re- sections
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by
turn to Albuquerque tomorrow morn- 3, 1891
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
ing.
470). and that, said proof will be made
before the U. S. Court Commissioner
WHAr
GETS
ETTFR
at Albquerque. N. M., on the 7th day
COMING TO HIM of February, I90fi, viz: Juan Apodaca,
for the lot 1, sees. '23 and 24, and lot
2, sec. 23, T. 7 N., R. 2 E.
SUPERINTENDENT JAMES KURN
He names the following witnesses
GRADUATES FROM THE RIO to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
GRANDE TRAINING GROUND.
years next preceding the survejf of
while General the townshinp, viz:
It was announced
Benito Armijo, of Valencia, N. M.;
Manager Hurley und General Superintendent Parker, of the Santa Fe, Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.;
Apodaca, of Valeucla, N. M.;
were In the city last night, that Superintendent James Kurn, of the Rio Tomas Martinez, of Valencia, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
Grande division, would succeed Superintendent Russell of the New Mex- against the allowance of said proof,
ico division, and that Trainmaster W. or who knows of any substantial rea-- "
K. KUer, of Topeka, would succeed son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
The change was not
Mr. Kuril.
for, although Mr. Kurn only proof should nt bn allowed will be
came to the Rio Grande division a given an opportunity at the
time and place to
few months ago. Mr. Etter was chief
witnesses of said claimclerk to Mr. Hurley, and when the ant, and the
to offer evidence in rebuttal
latter was general superintendent, cf that submitted
hv claimant.
with offices in Topeka, and he has
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
been in line for some good job ever
o
since Mr. Hurley became general
Give Your Stomach Rest.
manager. The change is considered
Nothing will ctire. Indigestion ' that
a promotion for Mr. Kurn, although
the. Rio Grande division is one of the doesn't digest the food, itself, and
most difficult divisions of the Santa give the stomach rest. You can't exFe to handle. For this reason It is pect that a weak stomach will regain
considered a fine training ground for its strength and cet well when it is
the unsophisticated, and a large num- compelled to do the full work that a
You
ber of good men have graduated from sound stomach should do.
wouldn't expect a sick horse to get
It, while some, few have failed.
well
made
Is
compelled
when it
No announcement has been
to do a full
as to what Superintendent Russell day's work every day ot the week.
Kodol
Dyspepsia
(he
chance.
Cure Is a perfect
will do as a result of
and digests the food regardfh
of
less
condition of your stomacia
BAR ASSOCIATION
Relieves Indigestion, Belching, Sour
Stomach, and all stomach disorders.
OF NEW MEXICO WILL MEET IN Sold by all druggists.
SANTA FE ON MONDAY, JANU
YOUR HOUSES FOR
ARY 8.
. NUMBER
TWENTY-FIVCENTS. SEE HUDNew
Secretary R. H. Ilaiina. of the
SON, THE PAINTER.
a
issued
.Mexico bar association, has
circular advising member that the
rh holiday rates will be one and
next meeting of tli' association will
fa-to all points via the
lie called to r.ler at lo o'clock in the
Fe route. Call at the ticket offorenoon of .Muti.luy. January S, in the Santa
supreme conn chamber in the capitol fice and get particulars.
building in Santa Fe.
A full attendance or members is requested, as important business will be
brought before the association, and
osaxsas.
as the question bow best to dispose of
dislie
the delinquent members will
cussed and stilled.
Members who are now in arrears
fnr dues slioiild promptly remit men
io lite secretary.
one-thir-

AILING

l By Ssmuel Gompcrs, president of the

uted to make our first annual

LmEOm

LABOR AND THE NEW YEAR

SEVEN.

PAGE
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The Belen Town aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
streets, with ul.eyb 20 feet wide, !tb beautiful lake and public park and urnnd old shade tites, piibiio school bouse, coal
l.mjo business and lesidence lois. size 15x142 feet, laid out w tb broad 80 and
116.000; churches, Commercial club; a population of l.iOO inhabitants; largest mercantile establlshmnns in New Mexico; the Belen Pateut Roller mill, caducity, 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels,
It
Mexico.
Imixirtam fc as a great commercial rallroaj city in ihe neai- future cannot be estimated
reptaursnts. etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wbea nine, beans and hay in Cemral N

Of

ing.

o

Furious Fighting.
-"For seven years," writes (
1
Hoffman, of Harper. Wasi:
W.
wHh rhro
had a bitter battle,
stomach and liver trouble, but at fcu
by the
I won and cured mv diseases
use of Electric Bitters. I unhesitatingly
recommend them to all, and
don't inteud in the future to be with-- j
out them iu the house. They are
certainly a wonderful medicine, v
have cured such a bad case a mine.",
Sold uuder guarantee to do the same
for you. by all drutiElsls, at 50e a
j
bottle. Try them today.
o

The correct compoundiiiK of phy- siclan's prescription i I'ssenMal for
your welfare- - Leave theiu ut Kupm:'
I
Pharmacy.

,

ALL
--

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAJL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE

WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH

ffered sre In the cester of :he city, well graded, (many of them unproved by cultivation); uo sand
,
bo
modem hotel.
etc. etc. Also a
coal and wood yard, drug Sto'e, harness

.the

lot

r

invel

We need

i

UriH-l.-i'- s

baVerj. ia!bv

sno.

sbfx- -

house, jeweler

rl'iblog

AND SO UTH.

shop, p!so!rj

mil;,

first-cla-s-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICE8T LOTS TO

JOHN BECKER,

Improvement Company
Town
The
and
Belen
WM.
BbKUkK,
President
M.

ai'jqar

gar

becretary

nn

PAGE
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CITIZEN

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 29. 1905.

Thmipson of this city, declined to
ac t as a member of the national board
of directors, and Uev. .1. C. Rollins 1
was selected for this important olTlce.
The committee appointed to receive
the accounts of Rev. W. W. Havena,
the league organizer, found them satisfactory In very detail, and w reported.
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
The most creditable
pari of tho
"Hans Hanson" show, which held
Increasing cloudiness, with local firth at the Elks' opera bouse on
now tonight and in east portion Sat- - Wednesday evening, was the orchesrday. Warmer tonight.
tra. Every one present said It was
The shoe business of this clothing store has been bullL It is yet possible of a
the best one to come 1o the opera
healthy, material growth. It begai small; it expanded It is still building. Today
well known Albuquerqne meat man, house this season. Another commenWas trying to sell a lady some lamb; dable thing about the show was that
Forgot in remember nome of your friends before Christmas and you
we
sell three times the number of shoes we sold fivs years ago.
Said she: "That Ifttlo Iamh
the curtain was up and the performs not worth a dollar and ninety-ninreceived presents you did not export. You can easily reciprocate
ance In full blast within thirty mln-nte- s
cents;
after the arrival of the company
.Hid squHre yourself by buying a pair of our stylish slippers or shoes
give me 8ome In the city. Although some of them
I hih'sh you can
were not so very good, every member
liatn."
Why.? It grew for three main reasons, viz, Hanan shoes, Douglas shoes, guarmid sending tlietn as New Year's Gift.
j
was a hard worker.
anteed quality. Years ago we sold any make of shoes. Now we concentrate our efT. W. Decker and J. K. llannum, of
The New Mexican yesterday Kays: j
forts In selling the two beet lines in their respective classes, and guarantee every
Or maybu you were disappointed In Retting that pair of shoes
(his city, were In El Piiso yesterday Little Ruth Green, of Albuquerque,'
Hanan shoes sell at $5.50 to $6.SX Doufllas shoes
pair to give entire satisfaction.
.
who
day
before.
been
visiting
has
her
$2.50
and
aunt.
to
Mrs.:
the
sell
at
yourself.
handy
or
they
on
come
and
ind slippers you had counted
M. Nash & Co., have been awarded May Green, of 181 Palace avenue, reOur stocks are
In cither case, we are anxious to serve you.
the contiact for the electric w ring ot turned home yesterday. The girl Is
only 12 years old, but posseaps a
the new Presbyterian church.
style,
prloe.
youquality
and
In
In Rood condition and we Can suit
which will undoubtedly bring
llliss & Co., will shortly begin work voice
her fame and fortune If properly culon a residence for twnei ann .Mrs. a.
tivated. She sang for a party of
Arno street.
.. Trimble on North
friends and relatives Christmas evenJ. Frank Warm r, F. W. Williamson ing.
75c to $2.00
of Santa Fe,
rfen's Slippers
id E. P.
The Lew Wallace chapter of the
were visitors tn the city yesterday.
MASK BALL TOMORROW NIGHT
Daughters of the American Revoluto $4.00
Men s Shoe
AT COLOVBO HALL. PRIZES FOR
Or. T. R Romero, of this city, who tion will net with Mrs. R. F.
MASKERS.
GENTLEowe to z.50
was called to SjuiU Fe on professional
415 West Lead avenue, t( mor- THE BEST
Women's Slippers
GRACIOUS
business, has returned to his office row afternoon at 3 o'clock. All mem-Mt- MEN 75c. LADIES FREE.
to $4.0v. J here.
9 Women's Shoes
are requested to be In attendDance at the Casino Saturday even
orMark Thomas, an Albuquerque eon- - ance, on account of the Intended Ing. Musi; by the Loebs-Devln- e
65c to $2.50 1
Children's Shoes and Slippers
MANY PATRONS
Important
to
of
attending
transaction
business.
tractor, is at Santa Fe
chestra. Only respectable people
0
at
some rent met work
the territorial
Work on the- long distance tele
capital.
phone line from Santa Fe fo .MiniCHOICE BRIGHT OAT HAY
THEM
PATRONAGE,
A meeting of the V. C. T. U. will mi- rqnc is held up fifteen miles out
CHOICE NEBRASKA CORN
afternoon at 2 from the nrient City by a dearth of
be held Saturday
WHEAT
CLEAN
NICE
o'clock af the home of Mis. Steward., materia! The workmen have run out
OUR NEW YEAR'S OFFERNQ
Of wire, I. in ii Is expected that
some THE LARKVILLE PRODUCE CO,
on lasl Coal avenue.
AND
602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
to
lie
in
will
for
work
time
receUed
Will
be
Some extensive renovations
by
January
continue
l".
local
"banquet
of
the
WOODMEN
halt
THE
REMEMBER
made In the
in pur- - foods Is well
worth- your
A telegram received at the St. Elmo BALL AT ELKS BALL ROOM. JANh. H.
Masonic temple. Architect
thoughtful attention mlnre meat, of
In
Stranger
night
saloon
stated
that
UARY 1st.
Crlsty Is preparing the pluns.
cou rue. the pure kind; relishes, confast pacer, bad won
o
diments, flour, sugar, coffee, tea,
Wnllace llesselden, the conraetor ().. Joe Harnett's
pace
fair,
2:0S
Phoenix
at
the
Attend the card party given by the
spices all the staples and all the luxand builder, who was at Santa Fe, the
the fastest race oo the Catholic Ladies' Aid society In St.
uries you can think of, many you may
has returned to the city. Mr. llessel- which was
Friday,
December 29.
not call to mind. Our goods, our serden has considerable work at 1he cap week's racing program, and was worth Mary's hall
$1."'i0 to the. winner. The time was Cards begin promptly at 8 o'clock p.
vice, our prices are right In line with
ital.
?- Admis2:t'9',.
in. Prizes and refreshments.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
"
those of the best grocers in the land.
119 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
v
Services at Temple Albert this
err. i
'. "
sion, 25c. Everybody Invited,
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.
or
.toy
evening ut 7:45 o'clock. "The
prac
leggings
o
make
Rubbers and
Giving" will be the subject of Rabbi tical and well
appreciated New Year's ocococxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Is wel
Kveryliody
sermon.
Kaplan's
gifts.
We have a full assortment for
M
v.
HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR
come.
mn. women and children. Prices
Nos. 118 and 120, Scrota Second St
OLD CLOTHING.
ange from 40e to iX.'SH. C. May's
The famous Kilties' band is endeav
M. Langer,
oring to secure a date In Albuquerque. shoe store, 314 West Railroad
303 80UTH
FIRST STREET.
J. C. Reld, the advance agent for tne
Corner of Silver Avenue.
hand, was in Albuquerque yesterday
o
DOOCOC)CXDOOOOCX3000COOOOCXD
IN
for that purpose.
STRICTLY FRESH RANCH EGGS
o
GUARANTEED NOT OVER TWO
Mrs. M. R. SeldomrI(i;e, formerly
MASK BALL TOMORROW NIGHT
with the Albuquerque Indian school, DAYS OLD.
AT COLOMBO HALL. PRIZES FOR
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
left last evening to assume the duties
THE BEST MASKERS. GENTLE"Good Things to Eat."
of seamstress at the Ignacio, Color
'
MEN 75c. LADIES FREE.
o
ado Indian school.
in
haB
f.8,
A
man of
been
the
who
Mr. William H. Wise will deliver
of the American Lumber com
the second lecture In his course, at employ
pany
months,
and has at- PAINTS. OILS, VARNISHES AND
for nine
I2' South Fourth street. In the Gleck- ler uuilillnic. next Sunday evening. tended the First M. E. church for as
BRUSHES.
Filled.
Tin Btihlect will be "The Truth of long, wants to clean offices. His mail
Mail
Saddles, Lai
.
Harness,
Leather,
Is delivered at his room. No. 1 P8
Your Being."
Blankets, Etc PalHorse
Robes,
Road.
Mountain
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
, Work has been delayed on the long
Barnett Building
stops leaks. Cash, paid for Hides and
J. H. O'RIELLY CO , Druggists
distance telephone line being conTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO.
Pelts.
structed between Santa Fo and this
109 WEST
AVENUE
RAILROAD
miles
city, at a point about thirty-fiv- e
of
owing
a
lack
Albuquerque,
to
piece
FOR.
of
land
and
RENT
A
from
N. M.
adobe house, north of the
wire.
Lumber company. Inquire at Mrs.
"Dewey" Wilson, the base ball
Martinez's in old town.
player, who sient Christmas holidays
o
with his parents here, left this morn
a
THE WOODMEN BALL, LATEST
lne for Alamosa, Colo., where he is
employed in the shops of the MUSIC, BEST ORCHESTRA, FINDenver & Rio Ciande Railroad com EST APPOINTMENTS. LET'S ALL
(JO. TICKETS $1.00.
pany..
o
Rev. J. W. Harron, of the Congre
gational church, and E. E. Crawford
CE.and oysters separate that's
the secret of the delicious flavor
of the Christian church, will exchange
line
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES
pulpits Sunday morning, and Uev. W. of Sealshipt Oysters. Sealed in a
W. Havens will preach at tne Chris white enameled case no ice water
IMPORTED CUTLERY
I have a large stock ot diamonds, big and little, and some of the
tlan church rooms Sunday evening, or chemical ever touches them. To0 most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
day we have the genuine Blue Point
South7:30.
at
in
The
sell before the new Tear, and I will sell them cheap rather than ship
Superintendent A. B.' Stroup, of the from Long Island, Selects from
v them to an eastern wholesale market.
Standards from the Gulf. Give
Bernalillo county schools, left this
0 morning to meet the I.08 Grlegos di- us your order.
v
Teas, Chafing Dishes, Home
rectors of school district No. 8 for
'
fine
114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
the purose of dividing the property
BEST." A
"THE
Miller
which was cut In two some time ago
by the creation of the new district

c
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In The Making

YOU

e

$5-0-

0.

SIMON STERN

oooooooooTHANKS

Ulan-chard-

WITH

s

$1-5-
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The Railroad Avenue Clothier
TO OUR

0

FOR THEIR LIBERAL

OS0Ot000

ALL A

WE WISH

0OOttOO0O000OO)0

HAPPY NEW YEAR

PROSPEROUS

-

':

The Jeweler

MAYWARD.

'.'

.

F. F. TROTTER

?; tS

fc'

HOLIDAY BARGAINS

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote

Lttmbe?,
ROOfing.

Toi'et Sets, Manicure Goods, Shaving
Sets, Perfumes, Etc.

Thos. F. Keleher

Lowney's

Albuquerque,

o xo04ioooosco

I Be

99m-0mc-

DIAMONDS!

PI

With our elegant
largest

Ixiu-Islan-

'

0Ka0

00OaCHKe0)000C

No. 2.
Pay your poll taxes today
are
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Frampton
revelling lu the smiles of a real holi O'RIelly & Company's drug store.

THE FIRST
..OF..
THE, YEAR
of blank books, diaries,

New Blank Books,

etc,

We carry a full

line

in all rulings.

Newcomer
NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.

THANKING THE GOOD PEOPLE OF ALBUQUERQUE FOR THE
SPLENDID PATRONAGE ACCORDED US, WE WISH YOU ALL A
HAPPY NEW YEAR.

EVER ITT
rt in mi is

fmrr

11

nr

LEADING

AVENUE.

-

--

Anti-Saloo-

JEWELER.
RAILROAD

day present,
which came to their
home yesterday.
It Is In the sbape
of a bouncing baby boy, and mother
and child are reported getting along
nicely.
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Brixnor, of Sil
ver City, are In the city searching for
a suitable residence. They Intend to
make Albuquerque their future home.
Mr. Brlxner Is an expert millwright
who for many years "has been with the
Hermosa Copper company.
The New Mexican fcaya: William
H. Wise, a ranch owner in the Tesu
que valley, who has been spending
the winter in California, returned
here several days ago and left yes
lerday to rejoin his family in Los Angeles. He will spend a day In Albu
querquo on bis way.
The Sunday school of St. John's
Episcopal church held its Christmas
exercises last evening In the Guild
hall. A Christmas tree, gaudily trimmed and loaded with good things, was
of course, the feature. Presents were
distributed to the little folks and an
excellent program rendered.
In the report of the
league convention, which appeared in
The Evening Citizen yesterday, the
name of Rev. ,T. C. HolllnR should
have appeared as one of the New
committee, InMexico headquarters
stead of Uev. J. C. Solli... Hi. H. C.

Li

k
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Have a Complete Line of Boy's
Overcoats from 3 to 20 Years, Ranging from

S3. GO to $12. SO

Ask to see our Boy's Special Juvenile
Overcoat, with Military Buttons and

3 and $3. SO

WALKOVER &3.50 SHOES

1

Lm

mmaammmmfmmmiJgamm

Trial tor

THK

n-ORI-

319 WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.

Auto Phone,

WHITNEY COMPANY!

ST

113-115-1-

118.

17

South First Street

North First Street

401-40- 3

eoooococoooooooc

Mi

HARDWARE

WIIOL.KKALJS

C F. MYERS

Proprietors

RKTAIL,

wm.

Mcintosh

112 BOUTM SECOND STREET

Colo. Phono 197

Auto. Phone 185
AVE

ARE

AGENTS FCF:

Winchester Repeating Arms Co.
Cult's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.
Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.
Fairbanks Morse & Co.
Starrett Tools
Great Western Stove

DUTCHESS TROUSERS

WASHBURN CO.

IB WEST OOLO AVCNUE

The finest goods made. You will not leave our store
disappointed. The largest Hardware House in the
Southwest. '

AR1 i $1 1 5 FLORAL WORK

IVES,

Coffee and Tea Pots

d

-

W

E.

Nickel-Plate-

rnran"m,"rrintrisrriinii

ma

Trimmings at

Rome

You WIIIMakm Mo Mloiako
Urn m

WORLD'S

at

Cut Flowers
by Giving

of

the

west
assortment of Five o'clock
A
Steel Ranges,
Comfort and
large stock of

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker

Probably means to you

Whitman's

CANDIES ALWAYS

Orders Promptly

First and Marquette,

$

Gunther's

....

Co.

21 S West Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,
cooooooexoooooexx

NEW MEXICO

I
2

J

